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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
'The world of the teen-ager; of the adolescent in our modern 
industrial society, is becoming more and more a separate sub-
culture, a separate society. Because of the complexity of modern 
society and the ever increasing rate of change in it, parents be-
come out of touch, and find it very difficult, if not impossible 
to transmit knowledge and skills to their children that will be 
of service to them when they enter the adult world with its' 
changing standards, values and skills. In our age of specializa-
tion, m~y jobs and' skills are disappearing, and new ones are 
, 
coming into being as a result especially of automation, new means 
"of prot:.uction, and habits of consumption. Thus, the young m::m i~ 
our industrial society is no longer able to learn along side his' 
father, the specialized skills he will need for later life. He 
must prepare himself for a wide range o! possibilities, and this 
. . 
preparation, ,\"bich is becoming longer and longer, takes place 
outside of the family, in the high school and, for a growing 
number, in the university.l 
lJames S. Coleman, The Adolescent Societ~ (New York, 1961), 
p. 1-3. 
l 
',... ............ " ----.... _--- ., ..... '.~-.--.- . .--.-~ ---.--.-- ","~"".--"":"'- ......... 
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Since more of the jobs in our society increasingly demand a 
higher level of training, the adolescent, if he is going to become 
a productive memb:r of that society, has to stay in"l.frschool longer, 
even though he cannot help the family economically to' any great 
" 
extent. In many areas, especially in some suburbs, it has been 
.the writer's personal observation that jobs for high school boys 
are so scarce that parents have arranged for their children to 
take credit coUrses or enrichment courses to speed up this 
increasingly long period of training and low productivity. 
The schools, pressured by the various social forces that have 
so changed family life, have taken on more and more functions, 
more and more extra curricular activities Which tend to cut off 
the adolescent from those outside his age group and force him 
inwards toward his peers. In most schools, athletics are 
generally the most important extra curricular acti vi ty for boys, 
providing for them th e main means of achieving status and 
popularity among their peers. The high school students form a. 
small and almost closed society with values, language symbols, 
activities and attitudes all its own. Frequently enough these 
attitudes in the adolescent society are somewhat at odds with those 
of their parents or teach ers. It ,\rill be enlie;h tening to investi-
gate how great an effect these forces and pressures at \\'Ork in th e 
adolescent sub- cuI ture have on th e attitudes of high school boys 
and to see hovi the se tend to di ffer from thos e held by parents or 
teachers. 
:3 
It will be the purpose of this thesis, therefore, to find out 
the attitudes of students', parents, and teachers toward the place 
, of athletics in the school, how these attitudes are~related to 
. 
their roles in the school structure, and to see if social factors 
and past experiences such as age~ education, class, nationality, 
participation in sports, are related to variations within each main 
role. 
The main hypothesis in the thesis is as follows: 
Atti tudes toward athleti'cs are not a function of the 
general roles played in the school social system but 
rather are a function of specialized social conditions 
and past experience influencing persons filling each 
role. Secondary hypotheses in the following patterns 
will also be tested. 
A. Parents 
1. Parents with higher income and education 
and from higher occupations would have a 
more negative attitude toward athletics 
than parents with low income and blue 
collar occupations. 
2. Anglo-Saxon parents would have a more 
negative attitude toward athletics than 
parents from other ethnic origins. 
B. Teachers 
1. Teacners ~ho do some coaching would have 
a more positive attitude toward athletics 
than those who do no coaching. 
2. Teachers who have personally participated 
. 
in athletics would have a more positive 
attitude toward athleti cs than those wi th-
out experience. 
c. Students 
1. Students Who are varsity athletes·will 
have a more positive attitude toward 
athletics than non-athletes. 
2. Students Who have higher grades would 
have a more negative attitude toward 
athletics than those with lower grades. 
4 
In addition to these patterns of secondary hypotheses the 
questionnaire 'tdll be analyzed with a vi ew to testing i"fha.t affect 
such various social factors as age and grades, have on attitudes 
toward specific areas of the questionnaire such as the affect of 
athletics on academic achievement or on popularity. The 
questionnaire was designed to analyze the attitudes of parents, 
teachers and students toward athletics rather than to find out the 
~ctual behaviour of those answering the questionnaire. 
Before going on to describe the methodology involved in the 
. 
thesis, a review of both the theoretical frame\\'Ork and the related 
literature is in order. The birth of a new idea and its develop-
';lent dO'lm through the ages is a difficult but fascinatinG study. 
" 
S 
Th. cone ept ot role is the offspring or rather mixed-up parentage. 
It 'is a term used today. by rultural a.nthropologists, social psy-
, . 
, 
• 
chologists, sociologists and psychologists who attach very precise \ 
.., 
means1ngs to it. There is, howeve~, not as great a lac! of preci-
sion in its meaning as it is used in the social sciences today as 
.--
formerly. With the help of Neiman and Hughes the history of the 
• 
idea or term wtll be traced and then 1:he various definitions will 
beana1yz:ed showing th e different stresses that were invo Ived. 2 
The frames of reference wf.11 depend on the particular sden ce and 
the particular school of thought wi thin tha t science to -v.hich a 
so ci 0.1 sci en ti st be10 ng s. 
", 
As Neiman views the question, the re were four furrlamenta1 
ideas that were combined tc?gether to form the basic theoreti cal 
framework. He credits G.H. Ivlead wI. th having combined William 
James,3 idea' of the socia.l self as the product of the mental in:.~ 
of a person conceived by other members of his group, James' 
Baldwin's4 concept that per~onal growth 1s the result of a 
dial()eUe of self with others, John Dewey'S idea of 1aneuage as 
communication or symbolic inter-action ~n the development of the 
socia1'self, with his own important idea, namely, that of 1-..aking 
• 
th e :ro Ie of the other. Thus, Neiman, quotes G.H. Mead as saying'; 
't ••• the child gradually becomes a social being in his own 
2Lionel J. Neiman and Jrun es W. Hughes, "Pro bl em of th e Con-
cept Role - A Re-Survey of the Literature, ttSocial Forces 
XY~ (1951), 191 - 149. 
31.£!.£. p.ll .. l ci ting Wil1irun Jnmes, Psychology (New York,1892) 
pp. 179-81. 
4Ibid • p. 141 ci ting James !~. Baldwin, Mcmta1 Developmf'n t in ~Child Bnd in the ~.'lce -(New York. 1898J. 
" 
.. 
l 
t, 
:' , 
" "~ .• ,,,,,..,,"'lI~";V~~~.'i'''e':'.''~ 
. 
6 
expe~1tnce and he acts towa~d himselt in a .manne~, analogous to that· 
in whj,ch he acts toward others. This action, the social act out of 
which emerges the nself" is in reality the assumption of a role for 
the child. US Thus, it is in psychology that the term is developed 
first in this sense at least,naiilel~ that through the assumption of 
specific roles the social self is·, developed, the self that is' 
presented to others, the personality as seen by others. 
Neiman and'Hughes group various definitions of roles under 
three main headings. First, the definitions which use role to 
describe the dynamic process of personality development. In this 
conceptual frame'~rk, basically psychological, the self or the 
personality is equated with the sum and organization of all the r 
• roles one plays in all the groups to Wlich one belongs. In this 
sense, therefore, role is the basic factor in the socialization 
process. Neiman groups Cottrell, Carr, Davis, Cameron, as 
representiQg this point of view. As an example of this point of 
view, Neiman quotes Carr as saying: nA social role is a specific 
pattern of'attitude and behaviour whi'ch one assumes for a specific 
• 
Situation; social maturation is a process of acquiring "proper
n 
behaviour patterns, ,a knowledge of various social roles to be 
assumed in various kinds of situations.
n6 Role is also looked 
5Ibid • p. 141 ci ting George Herbert MC09.d, !'iind, Self and 
Society (Chicago, 1934), p. l3S •. 
6Ibid • p. 142 citing Lowell J. Carr, Situational Analysis 
TNevi York, 1948),' pp. 32-33. 
'" . 
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t 
upon as a cultural pattern in this soci
alization procel •• " Neiman 
quotes Sutherland, Linton, Znaniecki, an
d Parsons as exampli!ying 
this approach although not so specifica
lly. Quoting..Robert L. 
Sutherland, Neiman says "'Roles are cultu
rally .detennineCi patterns 
of behaviour; culture sets the limits of
 variations of roles but 
alternative roles may be available in a 
given culture.,~7 
A second important way that the concept 
is used is as a 
fUnctional definition in tenns of societ
y as a whole. In this con-
text, is looked upon" as a social norm, a
 rule of behaviour or at 
least an expectation of behaviour requir
ed by" society as a whole. 
:;; In other words, society expects a c
ertain type of behaviour from 
an individual because of age, sex, occu
pation. These social norms 
are defined by cultu~e over the years. 
Mirra Komoravsky, Norman 
Cameron, Ruth Benedict, Margaret Mead an
d Samuel Stouffer use the 
term role in this sense. Quoting Cameron Neiman 
says: "The 
normal individual would have a greater v
ariety of social"norm roles 
than would th e pa tholo gi cal pe rson. tl
8 
. 
r 
, The third main grouping of definition
s are also functional ~t 
this time in tenns of specific groups. 
Here, a role is regarded 
as the dynamic aspect of status. Ralph 
Linton, in his classic 
work, '~ Stud! of Man' is the recogniz
ed originator of this 
7Ibid • p. 1h3 citing Robert L. Suth erltm
d and Julian L. Wood-
ward, Introdl.lct.ory Sociology (Hew York, 19
40), pp. 250-253. 
8Ibid • p. 144 ci ting Norman C;JITlerOn, "R
ole Concepts in Bd:' ... ':l~r 
Path olog;y1t, .£lrncric~~yxnn~_ of Socio l~:J'y'
, IV (!:1ar ' 50) ,464-67. 
• 
) speci~c approach to. role. It has a profound influence in the 
. ~. . 
.' r 
. , 
,. 
.' . 
:' 
realm of anthropology' but 'also with the cross fertilization of the 
social sciences the concept role as Linton sees it forms one of 
. 
the major parts of Parson's structural system. Since his defini-
tion is so important it would serve our purposes well to quote him 
at length. Neiman quotes him thus: 
"A role represents the dynamic aspect of a status.. The 
individual is socially assigned to a'status and occupies 
it with relation to other statuses. When he puts the 
rights and duties Which constitute the status into effect, 
he is performing a role. Role and Status are quite 
inseperable. There are no statuses without roles and no 
roles without statuses. Every individual has a series 
of roles deriving from.various patterns in Which he 
participates and at the same time a Role general, mich 
represents the sum total of these roles and determines 
what he dQes for his society and what he can expect 
from it.u'! . 
Or again, Neiman quotes him thus : "The term, role, will be used to 
distinp.:uish the sum total of the cultural patterns associated with. 
a particular status. It thus includes the attit.i.i.iJ.~!~, '1::''-_:'..( .. :"" ... ~:~d 
behaviour ascribed by the society to any and all the persons 
occupying the status. ftlO Everett Hughes, E. T. Hiller, and Flor.ian 
Znand.ecki all subscribe to this point of view and' define the term 
in this same way. Quoting Znaniecki Neiman says: "Being a gr.oup 
9!bid., p. 145 c1 ting Ralph Linton, The Study of r,~an (New York 
1930"), p. llL,. .. 
lOIbid. p. 145 c1 ting Ralph Linton, The Cultural Background of 
tersonalitx (New York, 1945), p. lee 
. ,. 
.. 
, 
• ., 
, . 
\ 
t. 
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member· means a specific kind ot person lIho performs a specific kind , j 't'1~~ . 
of role. A social role involves continualinterac'tion bet".en the 
performer and the people. The analysis of roles show~ that they are 
• 
t 
systems of values 
accordance with a 
and activities practically standardized in 
11 
certain pattern;tt ,Znaniecki points out that 
• 
every role involves the followLng components: first, there is a 
social circle of which the performing person is the center, i.e., 
a circle of patients, customers, the family circle, then the per-
son's "social self", i.e., his body and mind as represented and 
conceived by his social circle and himself; third, the person's 
status, i.e., ~e total ttrightstt which his circle and himself 
~ecognize as due to him in his role and finally, the person's 
function, i.e., his total duties Which the social circle expect of 
him and which he tends to fulfill. 
There is one final use of the term and this is in the field of 
~oreno's ~ociomentry ~ere role is defined as participation in a 
certain group. It is the use of the term in the dictionary sense, 
~.e., the' individual's assumption of an assignment for the perfor-
• 
~ance of a part in a specific situation as one of the member's of' 
a group. In their sociodramas, role-playing refers to the assuming 
pf a role in a social situation constructed for the purpose ,of 
llIbid. p. 146 citing Florian Znaniecki, ttSocia1 Croups a3 
Products of Participating Individuals", Alnerican Journal or 
Sociology, XLIV (Nay 1939) 799-812. 
--.......-.-.... '--,.~-....-.~- . . ~'. 
".' ."'~-..-.-, .'~ ." ~~-._/-~_."' ... , ."1' .... , 
., ". ..' -., "~-~".~ ··-·~~:o:"I.1"'lIt'tl"1' 
i.' 
10 
training the person tor> an oceqpational atatuaor. tor gatn1ns then. 
. . 
peut~c insight into 'his behavior. It is in this field of 
sociomentry, Neiman says, that the greatest amount of research is 
t 
presently being done, in an attempt to scientifically and 
, 
.-- . 
empirically delve more deeply into the meaning of the concept, 
especially to see the affects that role-playing have on an 
individual and on the group, his behavior, his attitu.des, his 
opinions and those also of the group. 
There has been a continuing effort on the .part of social 
scientists to render the meaning of this concept more precise and . 
to point out the more important types of roles. Gottfried Lang, in 
an interesting article, has analyzed the definition and use of the 
~rolett concept in anthropology.1Z He stresses Linton's main point, , 
that role is the dynamic aspect of status which describes a social 
position in terms of the expectations by others and self. In 
. other wor~s, status indicates what others and the occupant of a 
particular position expect in the way of behavior but it is not the 
actual b~avior nor is it the actual individual incumbent of a 
status. Since an individual occupies many different. statuses, and 
participates in a number of different patterns of behavior in 
relation to other individuals who may have different statuses, it 
therefore follows that each individual, depending on the number of 
.. 
12Gottfried Lang, ttThe ConcE;pts of Status and Role in Anthropol-
ogy: Their Definition and Use", Aroorican Catholic Sociolc~ical 
Revi ew) (Oct. 1956) . 
... ,----
. 11 
_t.~u ••• that he ha., wi~l have a oonoom1tant number ot role. ~1oh 
~ayor~ may not be in conflict w.L th one another. The sum total of 
all roles is "the role" Which determines what he doe$ in relation 
. 
to the total society and what he can expect from it. Linton pro-
ceeds essentially from theiconcept of status and works out the role 
component from the identir~cation of status. His major subdivisiom j 
of the concept status ther4fore involve different types of roles as 
~ell, since 'role is the dyiamic aspect of status. Linton 
1 
~istinguishes first betweeri the ascribed status, that Which one is 
:; [born into or trained verY, early for, and the achi eyed status, which 
! 
I 
I 
I 
, 
; 
~epending upon one's potentialities, may be acquired through train-
~ng and competition. Next, he distinguishes between an active 
status and a latent status, since an individual acts usually in the 
~ole of one status at a time while others are latent or not 
. 13 iC),cti vee Gillin and Hoebel, according to Lang, follow Linton's 
[basic the6ry but add the following distinctions.' They. catl 
~eservedstatuses those which one obtains by virtue of being a 
nember o~a certain group, such as clan or band. A distinctive 
• 
status arises from the position an individual holds inside an 
prganized group. An independent status is an achieved recognized 
position in the social system common to the whole system.
14 
.13 rbid • p. 207 ci ting Ralph Linton, The Study of r·~an, (New 
YOrk, 1936) p. 114. 
• 14Ibid • po 207 ci ti ng John Gillin, The \'fays of He.,!!., (NC\i York, 
19J+8) p. 31!.6-7. 
· 
,,' 
",.' "' 
I 
, . 
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J .s.~· Slotkin, according" to Lang. approaches the concept of role 
i . 
more, directly' and makes: ftirther valuable contributions, and 
dist.lnct.ions in the 'theory of role.' ,For Slot.kin, roles are 
cat.egorized set.s of cust.oms or parts an individual plays in societ.y 
as a product of social differelrt,iat.ion.15 It. is a category o~ more 
or less similar sets of actions performed by many individuals. 
Every culture regulates behavior by establishing cust.omary relati~ 
between those~roles upon whose interaction the society depends for 
cert.ain adjust.ments and det.ermining the customary kinds of 
int.eract.ion that. takes place between them. Roles, therefore, for· 
the anthropologist, are categories of sets of customs ~ich are 
symbolized. It is by t.hese symbols that others can categorize an 
~ndiv1dual with whom they are interacting and make it possible tor 
them to respond. to him 11n the customary ways which apply to that 
role. ?cr S:'otk1n, !!l index role is the role b:l' ',,'1:7.C!1 
~ss~gned':' t.o a cert.ain st.at.us because of his membership in a cert.ain 
group. The most. import.ant act.i vi t.y of the group defines its index 
ro1e.16 r 
# 
Lang points out that for Nadel the role, i.e., the person, 
~efers to right.s and obligations understood qualitatively ~ereas 
stat.us refers to rights and duties compared and reduced t.o 
15~biq. , p. 20g ci 'Cing J .S. Slotkin, S.ocia1 Anthropoloey, (Ne\~ 
ork' 1950) , p. 104-5. , 
16Ibid • p. 20g ci ting J .S. Slotkin, Social Anthropology, (New 
York, 1950) , p.124. 
13 
~ 
pds1t1onal values. ~he role, til1ch h. equates with the person, 
, 
thus amounts to s'omething like a common pattern or no~ that emer-
ges for us from the varying performances mereaS" in Linton, role 
is abstracted from the concrete activating of "rights and duties~, 
+~e.J the status.17 Lang pOi~ts out that Firth 'tOnders mether 
Linton's concept takes care of contingencies of change. He fUrth-
. 
er decries the lack of predictive value .in the concept. He points 
out that role learning is not exclusively the result of definit e 
training by parent s, medicine nan or teacher, but in the social 
organization much is due to the interaction of indi vi duals through 
identification. Th~, once one learns his role or the prop~r be-
havior suited to his sjjatus, he . becomes a bona fide member of that 
status group •. In other words, the socialization process c~ntinue~ 
• throughout life, and consi sts of the learning of appr.opriate be-
ha~rior patterns in the group relative to othe!'>;"errbers "f the 
group~'lg In another article, Claude C. Bowman approaches the idea 
of th e role from a pragmati c point of view. He is interested in 
seeing how it gives an insight into behavior. He states: 
. , 
Each .new role in life induces a new configuration of onets 
dynamiCS, new sets of rela tionships, new conceptions ot .' 
oneself and of others, new response from othe rs. The ass-
umption of a new role j.s fraUght with intellectual . 
17Ibid • p. 209 citing S.F. Nadel, The Foundations of Social 
Anthropology, (Glencoe, 1951), p. 171. 
13Ibid • p. 212 .. citing Raymond Firth, Elem~nts of Socinl 
Organization, (London, 1951), pp. 9-10. . 
, 
. 
I 
t 
I 
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14 
significance because forces lIhich may be in ~ynamic 
equilibrium In one's habitual environment are; suddenly 
altered ~h en· a new role is assumed.l9 
\~en, as in the case of a draftee, an immigrant,~a fledgling hus-
!ban d ,: old ha bi t sand rela ti onshi ps are di s ru pt ed, new und ers tand in~ 
pf one-self and of others ma.y..be gained. Since, in a sense, we arE 
pur roles, the more limited our role experience is, the more'limit. 
ed we are as persons and also the more inadeqm te is our view of 
society. It is during periods of transition, when we are cha.nging 
~les, and before equilibrium routine and habit have developed tha 
insight in'OO our own ·personali ty and that of others is most acut e. 
Gross, VJAson and McEachen in their book Explorations .. in. ~ 
Analvsis-,- after analyzing.the different definitions of the term 
role lIhich have been presented in the social science literature, 
come to' the oonc11.1sion that there is a certain amount of unity , 
wi thin, all the di verse definitions. 20 They point 'out that most au· 
(~~. r;H"), in discussing roles, consid ar the ideas of social location, 
expect:ations, and behavior. By social location they gerorally m~ar 
posi tion or status of an ac'OOr or a class of actor s in a sys tan of 
social rela tionships. In sped fying what a particular posi'tio,n or 
\ 
status'is, the authors stress the relational and the situational. 
aspect of position. Quoting from Parsons, Newcomb and Linton they 
argue tha t many positions have no clea.r meaning apart from th e 
other positions to which they are related since every position is 
19C1aude C. Bo~an, !tRole Pla~ng in the Developmmt of 1n-
sight tt , Social Forces" XXIX (1950), p. llt·2. 
20Neil Groos, t~ard S. Mason and Alexander W. McKRchem 
EXDlorationsln Role A1'!t:ly.:.i!3, (Net'l York, 195$), p. j7. 
. . 
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part of an inclusive system of p~e1t1ons. Secondly, in analyzing 
position, one must be precise and specific in designating the level 
at which one inten~s to work. Thus,_ the specification of the scope 
of the social syS:,em designates the boundaries of the situation ''lith 
in ,..,hich the position is being studied. It makes a big difference, 
for example, in analyzing,-say, the position of superintendent, 
'dhether we limit the study to a superintendent-principal relation-
ship or whether we wish to be more complete in the analysis and 
study all the relationships in a larger system. It also makes 
quite a difference whether we are studying superintendents in one 
State or in all States with their varying laws, sizes of co~~nity 
and resources. The authors also stress two dimensions of the 
question of expectancy that must be taken into account. First, 
what is the direction of this expectancy which can be defined as an 
evaluative standard applied to the incumbent of a positio~ft In 
other words, what -should or should not be done by a person in this 
position? This expectation can be either positive or negative, 
i.e., a role definer can state that a particular behavior of a 
position incumbent is required or prohibited. The intensity of 
this expectation can also vary from a point of view that is 
completely permissi ve to the other extreme on a continuum where it 
is mandatory. The difficulty of obtaining role consensus i.e., 
agreement anong definers as to what their expectations are, is 
\~tr.essed by the writers as a major problem in role analysis, 
especially in an empirical study. 
16 
·. 
trhe importance of this concept ot role in tbesob.ial sciences 
1s o~y beginning to be realized and also its tremendous complexity 
.. 
as far as its use.in empirical studies is concerned. In social 
. 
psychology it is a crucial element as we have seen in the d.tvelop-
-' .~ 
ment ot the self. In social and cultural anthropology it:· 
provides a link between culture and social structure. In 
sociomentry it is central, as far as therapeutic or socialization 
process are concerned. In sociology as such, it is very important 
for Mills and Parson's theoretical framework for the analysis of 
social systems. Nieman believes that there is a growing consensus 
on the part of most social scientists to accept the main or key 
idea in Linton's definition, namely, that a role is the dynamic 
aspect of status. There are many different'fields or study in 
which the concept is central •. I~is used in the study or the 
, i£~lll.ly .if. relation to sex, age, marital and kinship role~ nnd. 
adjustment to them. In the study of child development it is 
important in the process of self perception and socialization., In 
the studY,of society the normal patterns of behavior of the 
different sex and age roles are examined in the different cultures. 
In the f1eld of social stratification, the status-role concep~ is 
basic in the comprehension of the structure of society. Other 
fi,elds "mere it is found useful are in the study of defiant social 
behavior, occupational groups pathological behavior and small 
group dynamics. In the work of Clyde Kluckhohn and Henry A. Murray 
17 
entitle~, PersonalitI In N~ture, Societx ~ Culture, the authors 
t . . 
i . .. ~ 
stress the importance of tne main determinants in personality 
0< 
; • 
formatibn. 21 In addition to the constitutional or'bi<5logical 
determinants, the group membership determinants and the situation-
,- -
al determinants" the role determinants are given their important 
place in the formation of personality. In the future,' with the 
trenq. toward convergence in the social sciences, it is safe to 
predict that 'the 'term 'role' will have a more definite meaning, 
that it will be more acceptable in the various social science 
diSCipline s. 
Schneider22 in his book, Iniustrial SociologY, adds some very 
valuable insig1:lts concerning the concept role. He points out the 
~n categories or generalized gpals provided by roles which 
attract and hold men or boys to these roles. 
1. The in,strumental goal -- as a means to attainine 
ait end -- a student fulfills the harsh demands or 
his role in order to become a doctor. 
,2. An opportunity or recognition -- a person in a 
certain role wants to be looked up to and valued 
by others significant human beings., The amount 
21Clyde Kluchhohn and Henry A. Murray, Personal i ~Y In Nature, 
Soci~ty and Cultur:,e, (New York, 1953), pp. $(5:02. 
22E• Schneider, Industrial Sociology (New York, 1957), Ch. 2 
" 
i . 
, 
of recognition that the role affords is crucial 
in determining the eagerness and morale of those 
playing the role. .. 
3. Provides securit~ whether economic, social, 
psychologi cal; one knows- where and if one fi ts 
in or belong s to the soci al sys tern. This 
obviously is very important in the school society. 
4. Respons'e -- the opportunity which certain roles 
afford to form satisfying social relationships, 
in mich the individual feels reasonably certain 
of the continuing favorable responses of people 
important to him. 
5. The role also can provide an opportunity for new 
e~erience as well as satisfaction from the role 
1$ 
Since the school system is the setting for this the sis, it is 
important to realize what this social systen is, and what are its 
fUnctional prerequisites or needs. Using Schneider as a reference 
on<::' ':~h t say that interrelated roles that are related in definite 
. 2" patterns consti tute a so cial system.,.I For a so cial ayt..> 'v ,,,) 
operate reasonably well the rrajor purpose of the ayste..rn must be 
:::ccomplished with a minimum of conflict. It mus t secure it sel f 
from encroachment or interference from the outside or from threats 
'"'') 
t.:,.IIbid. p. 20 
, ! 
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aril1,nc from the intended. or un~nt.u1.4 oon.equence. ot the ac't1ona 
of it\s members. There must be proper mot~vation of the actors 
within the system. There must be adequate communic4tion between 
its members from top to bottom and vice versa. The channels 
..• - . 
cannot be clogged by hatreds and envies. ' ,The members should hold 
in common certain beliefs, definitions, and values. ' Throughout the 
thesis the theoretical framemrk will be kept 'in mind and the 
findings and' interpretations will, it is hoped, be meaningfully 
related to the theory here presented. 
After this review of the theory of role it is important to 
; 
point out how it is going to be used in the present study and how 
it is to be related to the sch. 001 system. The term role, as used 
in the study wLll be regarded as the 'dynamic aspect of status. 
~en the studEnt, the father or the teach er is putting the rights 
and duties mich ne.ke up his status into practice, he is performing 
his role. ',Far the student in the school system, there is 
frequently a dissati sfaction with his role, with his activities as 
a student; because he cannot obtain therein the goals that his 
• 
personality seeks. These are, namely, to be recognized 'and valued 
by his peers, to feel that he belongs and possesses that security 
so longed for by the average teen-age boy, and finally to obtain 
satisfying social relationships with other boys. In the review of 
the related literature" it will be seen how little recognition or 
standing a student obtains from his peers in enacting hi~ role as a 
student, and achieving a,cademic success. This long-range 
" 
.~ 
.; 
, 
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instrumental goal, namely education, as a means to eventual success 
in the world affords'the student little satisfaction if he is not 
obtaining the other goals that he longs for so much: A great nany 
adolescent boys, even many of those with very little natural 
athletic ability, will make gre'at sacrifices and put forth great 
efforts to become an a thlete in th e school. This is an achieved 
status and may have nothing to do with their family background. 
They are recognized and appreciated by their peers, because of 
their success in the area Which is deemed most important by their 
peers. The non-athlete may possibly resent the popularity of the 
athlete and make efforts to compensate by achieving status through 
ther extra curricular school activities such as participation in 
he student council, in the school play or the paper. On the 
ther hand, he may completely divorce himself from the school 
. t is found that there is a great variation in the attitudes of the 
main groups in the school system toward athletics, this would 
ossibly indicate the lack of communication and consensus between 
11 three groups who ostensibly are, or at least should be, in 
19reement concerning the main purpose of the school, if the school 
I~S to operate at an optimum level of efficiency and obtain its 
stated objective, namely academic excellency. 
There has been a great increase of interest in the adoles~ent, 
I~e teen-ager, aMong social scientists and educationists in recent 
rears. Psychologists stress the socialization process as it 
'-
21 
~ffedts the teenager,and ,the various psyChological ana. sociological 
probl:ems he encounters. BlosJ2~£or instance, writing before World 
War II, pointed out the many possibie sources of strain during 
'10 
adolescent development, starting-with the physiological, the 
cultural, and the emotional. In the school, he mentioned that 
teachers often lack understanding of physical and personality 
changes in a,dol,escent s and the personality problems that result 
from too rigid a system. He bemoaned the exclusiv,e premium on 
intellectual and verbal performance with th e subsequent neglect of: 
physiological and social factors of student development. The effort 
at self definition on the part of the teen-ager is made diff1cult 
by the postponing of participation in status-giving activities, 
i.e., job experience, thus retarding development in self confidence 
, , . . 
and soc1 al adjustments. This can result in unbalanced personali-
ties wno tend to over compensate and frequently display a 
; 
passionate drive for intellectual or athletic recognition or 
popular! ty ~ 
'Educationists in their wr1 tinge about school athletics poj,nt 
out the gpals and the dangers inherent in the ~stem. Karner 25 
questions Whether school athletics are not training criminals by 
24peter BIos, The Adolescent Personality. (New York, 1951), 
Ch. l-? 
25 ' E.F. Karner! ~Are School Athletic Programs Training Crimin-
als?" Schoo Activities, XXXII (Sept., 1960), 13-14. 
· •
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ching them to break relies as long as t
hey get' away "'tb it:'! 
yn2~"stresses the g'ood 'qUaliti~s that can be de~elo~edby a 
athletic program in both athletes and 
,the restef the studEnt 
Rich27; wonders whether some athle,tic 
programs have not I 
-
'. . 
vel oped into mons ters that threaten th
e school ins tru ctional. , 
. program whose primary purpose is to 
train young people in the 
academic of their chosen fields. 
From the' point of view of the SOCiolo
gy of education, 
Brookover28 points out that athletes a
re looked upon as members of 
a special culture group within the sc
hools. They are recogniz ed 
dist! nct 1 tan s of c1 oth1ng, jackets or swea ters, 
they enjoy spe .... "".;0. ... 
prJ. vi leges and share in the glamour, t
he recognition and the 
, , 
Ll'LL~I..L..LCi ty afforded school .. teams. Brooko
ver seems to look upon the I ~ 
. thlete as somewhat of a pampered hero
, whose value to the school 
• 
grossly exaggerated and who is not bou
nd by the ,ordinary school 
ws that affect all other studEnts. B
ecause or the road trips, 
the long practice seSSions, the shared
 memories of participation 
. , 
, 
26p•R• Ostyn, ~Look at the Cardinal Principles ot Athletics", 
School ~ct~vities, XXXII (Jan., 1961), p. 147-
9. 
27C•F• Rich, "What Direction I~terscholastic Athletics", , 
School Activities, XXXII (Jan., 1961). p. 131-
,3. 
28w.B. Brookover, ~ Sociology of Education (New York, 1955). 
, " 
, , 
import8llt games, athletes tend to consider themselves aa. a ~oup 
\ 
. 
ap~rt to whom the school oWes sp ecial consl, deratiori and ~rewards. 
" 
, 
Inithe realm of popular literature, sports wr.tters'and 
commentators, although they are not professionally trained in 
sociology or education, frequently-~onder whether the heavy 
23 
emphasi s on athletics in hi€tl schools and colleges is creating an ' 
academic wasteland. Other sports writers, however, have pointed 
, 
out that the athiete on campus is no longer regarded as Mr. Big, 
, especially in the uni versi ti es with high academic standing. There, 
so it is claimed, they are looked down upon by the mcxlern 
sophisticated Joe ,College Who is no longer a great hero worshipper, 
and does not become too excited about anything. Hewever, he 
enjoys the well-paid antics of the hired athlete who performs, more 
for the sake of the strong alumni and their possi ble domtions to 
body who can take it or leave it, as they see fit. 
James S. Coleman in his recent book, The Adolescent Society, 
m~de a study of eleven different schools in Illinois dealing 
til many attitudes and values that are pertinent to this 
part! cular thesis. For his sample he has picked schools in small 
to'fflS, including the one mentioned in Holl1nghead's "Elmtown's 
Youth", schools in suburbs both residential and industrial, a 
private boyts school in a big city and schools in medium sized 
ities. Thus, with a good cross-section of schools to \\rork with, 
, ' 
" ' 
r· 
he' analyzes by que·stionnai·re, interview and observation, th·e 
, 
adbles~:ent society in each school and then 'very skillfully complres 
and int erprets the similari ti es and di fferm c es ... His work is 
revealing and well documented, presenting the attitudes, , 
val ues, and ins! de wor Id of th e teen-ager as seen by th ems elves. 
He points out that in all schools, regardless of class, to be 
a famous atbleteis the ambition of the greatest number of boys. 29 
This contradicted the findings of Hollingshead mo hadf'ound in 
Elmtown that th e class that a boy belonged to, in the social 
stratification system in the town, was ~ramount in deciding about 
his participation and interest in sports. Without exception, in 
all the schools, participation in football and basketball w~s 
ore h1fJlly related to being a member of the various elites than 
any other variaQle. The elite groups, regardless of the relative 
importance of athletics in the school, ahrays 
,.. "' 
proportion 'of athletes. Academic achievement on the other hand, 
counted for little in the adolescent culture and did not give 
statu.s in the eyes of 'other sttidents.
30 This did not mean that" 
indi vi duals did not strive for academic excellence, but rather 
that their efforts and successes went unrewarded by their peers and 
29Jal'les S. Coleman, The Adolescent Societ~ (New York, 1961), 
p. 132. 
J01bid •. p. 27. 
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sometlmes made them out c'~sts, despised be.caueetHey were looked 
.\ 
upon .s grinds mo made life a little more diffiCult tor the 
.. 
a verage stu d Ell t • 
The athlete scholar with respectable grades tended to be the 
.--
most popular with the boys and girls and was· looked. up to and 
envied by the other sbldents, especially in the freshman and 
sophomore Classes. The athlete, When asked Whether he would like 
. . 
to be someone else was most inclined to be satisfied with his own 
self-concept, as compared w.f.th the scholar \<ho was not satisfied 
with himself and wished far more frequently to be someone else. 
When parents were asked What they. wanted their boys to be remanb-
ered for at school, th'e overwhelming majority stated that they 
wanteP. them to be a br1~iant student although in deal,ing 
personally withthe:!.r o~ children, they might have .~ressed 
greater satisfaction when they achieved success in the th ings that 
count ed in the school, i. e., in the eyes of the other adolescents. 
In oth er words, even the rewards a boy gains from his parent s JIlaY 
r 
help reinforce the values of the adolescent culture -- not because, 
~is parents hold these same values, but rather because parents want 
their children to be successful and esteemed by their peers.,n 
It is essential in understanding the adolescent culture to 
rea11z e that it is the adolescents' ideas or opinion a bout what is 
3~Ibid. p. eo. 
.. 
, 
'I 
,-
. 
important ~o their te1.10W'e which:Lntluence theirbehaV:Lor. 
, 
.tund~ental competitf on in the school system, as in aIiy oth er ays'ter 
:; . . 
-
is for status, and: thus tx,mpetiti on .for scholastic Or athletic 
honor~ is important not on its own account, but mainly because it 
.- -
helps win status in the eyes of the other teen-agers. This status 
among boys is achieved and is regarded by others as far more 
legitimte than any ascribed status due to family background. Thus, 
ttAthletics performs an extremely important function in schools 
particularly those in stable, stratified communities -- of main-
taining a pa~ for the out siders to become insiders, undercutting 
the development of defiant and anti-social sub-groups. "~2 
Insofar as le~sure time activities were concerned, the toys in 
the various schools indihated that they preferred organized outdoor 
sports, especially football, unorganized activities, Swimming, 
i;;:,: nt,i ng, .:tnd fishing and different hobbies -- w::>rking on cars and 
model building. Of all the leisure time activities mentioned, only 
organized sports had any connection wi th the' school. In the study, 
. 
it "!las found that merever the status system rewarded athletic 
achievement, the star athletes turned far less to the use of 
televi sion or the movies than the· ordinary student.· Sinc e he 
experiences little status frustration in such an environment, the 
" 32"'J..bid. 3l p. ~. 
• 
• 
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athlete has far less need of turning to the mass media as an 
escape from the real world. This study of the related literature 
.. 
did not provide a:t:ly evidence of previous studies dealing wi th the 
particular topic at hand. 
~p-----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
t:
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CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
In order to put the various hypotheses, previously outlined, 
to the test, it was necessary first to decide upon a school Which 
would possess th e follm",ing important qualifi cations. It should be 
a boy's school, to avoid the possibility that the leaders or the 
elite in the school might be rated more because of their ascribed 
family status or their greater populari ty with the girls in the 
~chool. Since the fathers were to be included in the social 
system of the school, it was necessary as well, that the fathers 
should be closely linked with the school and aware of the situation 
there. It would be better to study a school in a snaller ci ty, 
\-nere interest in activi ties of the school, on the part of both 
, parents and s rudent s, would tend to be greater. There would have 
to be a sufficient number of students in the school Who had 
achieved recognition and status through participation and success' 
in athletics. Finally, there would have to be relative assurance 
that the teachers and students at the school would ans,,,,er the 
r;.uestionnaire and that the principal vmuld pennit t.'1e study to take 
place there. All of the necessary qualifications were met by this 
28 
. -
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small Catholic school of five hundred students. The presence of 
the investigator on the staff ensured the cooperation of the oth er ", 
eachers and the pr~ncipalo The students in the school, both 
athletes and non-athletes, were known by the writer, both in and 
,-,-
out of class. 
This school is located in a city of 75,000, and services the 
~atholic population in the outlying areas as well. It is predomin-
ntly a mining community, well established, with one of the highest 
ourly wage rates in the country. 
For the purpose of this study it was decided that an athlete 
be one Who has played on a senior interschool team, whether 
football, hockey or basketball. He would also be in either 
12 or Grade 13 (i.e., the fifth year of high school in 
Upon examination it was found that 34 boys, many of whom 
ad participated in two of the above mentioned sports, were in this 
: I ategory it was decided to give the questionnaire to all of them, 
eeping in mind the possibility that some might refuse to answer. or 
at some might be absent. By means of a random sampling of the 
emaining population in two grade 12 classes and one grade 13 clas~ 
4 non-athletes were obtained. Many of these boys, even though the. 
articipated in physical training periods, or played house league 
·ports, i.eo, inter-class sports, or had played senior sports in 
raviolis years, were still regarded as non-athletes. 
For the purpose of this study, the fathers of both athletes 
non-athletes were regarded as full-fledged members of the 
' . 
. , 
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sqhoolsystem. The roles' they would fulfill would necessarily be 
-~ 
q~ite different fromthos~ of their sons. This difference in role, 
4 • 
'" 
t 
. both as fathers and! more specifically, as fathers 0;(" athletes or ~ 
non-athletes might, it was felt,· affect their attitudes towards 
athletics. The third group, the teachers, all were reque sted to . 
complete th e questionnaire. . In :this group of lS, four were lay 
teachers and the remainder were priests or scholastics. 
In setting-up the questionnaire, the first step was to decide 
upon certain specific areas \>bich could be explored in a series of 
statements. These were: 
Favorable or unfavorable attitudes toward athletics (statements 1, 7, 13) 
The affect of athletics on academic achievement 
(statements 2, S, lS, 23) 
The affect of athletics on a boy's moral life (statements 4, 19, 27) , 
The a~rect of athletics on a boyts personality 
(statements 10, 15, 21, 30).. . 
The affect of athletics on a boy's status and popularity 
.(statements 5, 11, 16, 24, 26, 2S) 
The question of Whether athletics is important enough to 
have priests doing the coaching 
(statements 3, 9, 14, 20, 29) 
The affect of athletics on the boy insofar as the success. 
Qr failwe of his future life is concerned (statements 6, 12, 17, 22, 25) .' 
As is evident from the numbering of these statements, they 
were spread in random fashion thrOUl11out the questionnaire in order 
, 
.~ 
, 
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to avoid monotony as well ,as the danger of a "halo effect". State-
ents4, 5, 7, S, 12, 15, lS, 19, 20, 21, 24, and 29 were worded in 
.. 
such a manner as tc? have a negative va.lue, again to avoid, as far 
as possible, a "halo effectn. An effo rt was made to avoid 
statements that were too strong and antagonistic by the use of word 
such as 'more', 'usually', 'w.ill tend', 'has a better chance'. 
Beneath each question, the respondent could circle either --
ttstrongly agree", "agree", "undecided", "disagree tt , "strongly 
isagree". On the left hand side of the questionnaire the 
espondent could circle letter A, B, 0, D, or E. These would 
acilitate the future coding of the attitude scale. (See question-
ai re in Appendi x I.) 
In order to obtain inforrration about various social factors 
hat might affect the attitudes of the respondents, very specific 
uestions were asked of the three main groups, fathers, students 
nd teachers. The fathers were asked to indicate their age, 
ccupation, education, participation in athletics, income, 
ationali ty, and place of bi rth • The students were asked t.l,. ei r 
ge, their grades, their area of residence, their father's income, 
ationality and birthplace, their travel time to and from school, 
rnd their friendship choices. 
)revious coaching experience, their previous participation and 
The teachers were asked about their 
I !~1eir interest. Other social factors, such as age, education were 
\x.:itted in order to assure their anonymity anel thus ensure a truer 
L, I· "spons e. The questionnaires '\.vcre then printed on paper of varied 
'-
~ 
I 
d
," e
colore eo that the five 'different groups .~uld not be confused. 
The questionnaire was then shown to a non-teacher in ·the . 
.. 
school, and comments and criticism were invited. No changes were 
made in the questionnaire although some good suggestions were 'made 
.-" 
concerning the instructions .to be given when administering the 
questionnaire in the classroom. The questionnaire was not 
administered until after the Easter holidays in early May, in order 
to let the students, both athletes and non-athletes, simmer down 
a little after a very successful basketball season, with the 
senior team going to the all-provincial finals before, losing. The' 
enthusiasm and the hero worship had somewhat abated, and the 
results of the Easter examinations had brought the students back to 
lamore normal tempo of life. Before the questionnaires were given 
Ito the students, both athletes and ,non-athletes, the. purpose of the, 
questionnaire and its anonymous and confidential nature were 
~xplained 'as clearly as possibie. The boys were quite interested 
~nd the only question which caused any difficulty was the one 
~egarding nationality. The boys had been instructed not to put 
. 
jown Canadian but rather, Irish, French, Italian, etc. The 
questionnaire was then collected, face down, and placed in a pile, 
~us graphically indicating to the boys that their identity would 
~ertainly remain hidden. 
~he boys were then given a questionnaire to be answered by 
~e1r fathers. If for some reason it was impossible to have a 
Ifather complete the questionnaire, i.e., deceased, or r-ermanently',\ 
~" 
I, 
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a,-ay, they were told. to have their mother canplete it. ': 
w~r~ tci,ld to explain the purpose of the questionnaire ,~o their 
.. 
fathers and should ~ father decide not to complete the questioAu~~ 
to' return the blank form. It was strongly impressed on them that 
-
. '
they answered the questionnaire d.irected to the fathers, they l'JOu~d 
ruin the reliability of the- study •. This method of administering 
the questionnaire to the fathers, although far from ideal, and far 
from the original plan of visiting each father individually, was 
decided upon for many reasons. The distances to be covered, the 
shif~work or many of the fathers, the shortage of time before the 
final examinations, and the limitations of the researcher's own 
particular situation forced the adoption of this method. A good 
return was obtained from the fathers with only the fathers or two 
athletes and the father of one non-athlete deciding not to answer. 
There was no strong evidence to indicate that any of the boys Ik'ld 
completed the questionnaire intended tor their fathers, judging 
both from an observation of their subsequent behavior and 
conversation as well as from the results of the fathers 
questionnaires themselves. As far as the teachers were concerned, 
they were handed the questionnaire and asked to return it as soon 
as possible. This particular group proved to be the slowest to 
answer the questionnaire and required many friendly reminders. All 
, 
five groups were given the questionnaire on the same day, in order 
~'limit, as far as pOSSible, any affect of the 
answers. 
;i " 
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~fuen all questionnafres had been returned, they WIre coded 
with a numerical value of one to five being given to each of the 
thirty questions instead of the letters A, B, C, D, E. Questions 
4, 5, 7, 8, 12, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 24, 29, Which were worded 
negatively were given the numerical value of one to five ~nereas 
all the other questions which had positive values were given a 
numerical value of five to one. A numerical coding ~stem was set 
up for each of the social factors. On the student's cards age, 
marks, father's income were numbered one to five, student's 
friendship patterns, father's nationality, travel time, were one 
to four, residence and father's birthplace were one to three and 
student's best friend were one and two. On the father's cards age 
and education were numbered one to six, income was one to five, 
nationality one to four occupation one to three and participation 
in sports, city league sports and birthplace were one ,~n"l t1.'\'O. 
• On the teacher's cards coaching and interest were numbered one to 
three and participation was one and two. The code 'cards of each 
of the five main categories were kept separate by using a different 
~olor of ink when checking each one. 
, 
·' , 
' .. 
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CHAPTER III 
. \ " 
COMPARISON OF RESPONSES OF FIVE MAIN ROLES 
-
The first step in the evaluation of results of the question-
nai re wi 11 involve a comparison of all five roles, namely, th e 
teachers, the ,fathers of athletes, the fathers of non-athletes, the 
athletes and the non-athletes, according to their attitudes on the 
total questionnaire. Then the questionnaire w.l.ll be analyzed, to' 
see how the five groups view each specific area, for instance, the 
affect of athletics on the moral life of the athlete. When 
analyzing the individual soores of each respondent, and the mean 
1 
score for each of the five main groups, as seen in Table I, it is 
seen that the mean score, out of a possible 150, were highest for 
the athletes with a score of 106.6. Then came the fathers of 
athletes wi th 102.2; third, the fathers of non-athletes wi th 97.2; 
I 
fourth, the non-athletes with.94.$ and, fifth, the teachers w.l.th I 
r 
94.~. The mean score for all 151 respondents was 99.0. It is 
interesting to note that in th e scores for the teachers, there was 
one high score or 11$ and four very low scores of 83, $2, 75 and 
65. This indicates a small group that is strongly negative in thell 
~ttitude toward athletics in the school and in sharp contrast to 
, 
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th.e more moderate attitude of th, teachers. ot 34 atbl~te., only 
seven scored below 100wherea~,among the' 34 non-athletl~, only ten 
scored 100 or over. .. 
There were no extremely low scores among the non-athletes, 
.- . despite their relatively low m~an score. The spread between the 
score of the most positive non-athlete, 109, and the score of the 
most negative non-athlete, cJ 82 , was the smallest of all the five 
groups, indicat~ng greater general consensus among the non-
athletes. Among the fathers of non-athletes, there is the greatest 
spread of scores, with the scores ranging from an extremely high 
134 to a lOw of 75. There are three very high scores in this group 
134, 128, and 120, which are higher scores than any of the fathers 
of athletes. These three scores are not in keeping with the scores 
of the balance of the fathers of non-athletes and raise the mean 
score of this group a little beyond the general consensus of the 
groUp. 
Since the lowest score obtained on the questionnaire was ~5 an: 
the higtlest score was 134,. and secondly, since there was a large 
concentration of scores in the ~iddle ranges, the tables were set-
up in four equal divisions \"ben either the total questionnaire or 
specific areas were being tabulated. ~fuen the mean scores in 
Table I were studied, it was interesting to note that the spread 
between the high mean score of the athlete of 106.6, and that of 
his father of 94.8 was much greater, 11.8, than the spread between 
the high mean score of the father of the non-athlete of 102.2, and 
that of his son of 97.2~ Which was only 5. This would seem to 
indicate greater agreement in attitudes between the fathers of 
.. 
non-athletes and their sons than between the £athers o£ athletes 
and their sons, at least on this subject. Another interesting 
point to be noted is that the non-athletes are less favorable as a 
group toward athletics than their £atherso 
I 
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TAaLS :t 
INDIVIDUAL SCORES ON 'THE TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ALL FIVE 
CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS AND MEAN SCORES 
FOR FIVE CATEGORIES 
Ie 
118 122 10g-'- 117 134 j' 107 120 108 114 128 
106 117 107 113 120 
106 115 106 110 113 
103 115 104 109 112 
, 100 113 104 106 108 
98 . 113 101 105 106 
98 113 101 104 105 
97 112 101 104 103 
95 112 100 104 103 
94 112 99 104 103 
91 ' 111 99 104 100 
91 111. 99 103 100 
91 110 98 102 99 
83 110 98 101 98 
82 110 97 101 97 
75 110 97 100 96 
65 109 97 100 96 
108 97 100 96 
107 96 99 95 
106 96 98 95 
104 95 96 94 
104 94 95 90 
103 94 94 8$ 
102 ,91 93 88 
101 91 92 $7 
100 90 91 85 
98 90 91 $1 ',' 
97 89 88 $0 
96 $9 85 80 
93 88 81 77 
91 85 77 77 , 
91 82 75 $2 
102 
Minimum score possi ble 30 and maximum score of 150 based on )0 
stions each wi th a possible value of 5 through 1 based on degree 
favorableness or unfavorableness. 
" 
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The comparison of the five 'groups according to their attitudes 
on the total questionnaire is contained in Table 1I2~ $ince the 
.. 
lowest score actu~lly obtained on the questionnaire was 65 and the 
highest score was 134 in all of the subsequent evaluations of the 
,.-
tables, any scores over the mark, 100, on the tables will be re-
garded as favorable and those under will be regarded as unfavorable 
or less favorable. We see in this second table that the athletes 
were strongly pro-athletic with 76 per cent of them above a score 
of 100. None of them were in the lowest category from 65 to 85, 
which is the least favorable toward athletics. In line with the 
role of the athlete in the school system, it would be expected that 
they should have this favorable attitude toward athletics, because 
their partiCipation, interest, and relative success in this field 
of endeavour has been for them a very pleasing and rewarding 
experience. The satisfying self-image they have of themselves, as 
athletes, and members of the 'in-group' in the school is reinforced 
by their team activity and their interminable discussion of games, 
play;s and strategy. This type of conversation excludes all mo " 
have not actually-suffered through the difficulties of pra~tice and 
actual game play, or at least forces them to playa more passive 
and perhaps less satisfying conversational role when the athletic 
heros are holding court. 
2Table II, Comparative Scores for All Categories of Renpon-
dents on Total Questionnaire, p. 43. 
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The non.athletes in .Table II, however, have 74 per cent mose 
attitude are negative; below a score of 100 with 6 per cent 
.. 
strongly opposed •. It would appear from.this that the attitudes the 
non-athletes have are closely related to the role that they play in 
.,.,,,-
the school system. Whether social factors have had a strong effeet 
on these attitudes will be studied in a subsequent chapter. The 
views or attitudes of adolescent boys are'not as moderate as those 
of their parents and are expressive of the parent-youth conflict 
commonly found in our society. The views of the boys were either 
very much in favor of athletics or strongly opposed. This is 
probably an indication of the great importance attached to 
athletics by these boys. Whether they are for or against athletics, 
they do not ignore it, nor are they unaware of its importance in , . 
their immediate lives and the desired status it brings in the 
school system in thich they must operate. Regardless of ·the 
efforts of the school authorities and the staff, who try by a 
system of awards and recognition to lend status to the successful 
r 
stucients in the school system, the adolescent sub-culture is more ',-
important in determining the criterion by which importance in 
status in the school is measured, namely, athletic achievement. 
In the ~/3.me table, the fathers of athletes, as ,a group, are 
much less extreme than their offspring in their attitudes toward 
athletics. ~mile all fathers of athletes were not overly 
enthusiastic about athletiCS, with 50 per cent being more favorably 
inclined, scoring above 100, and 50 per cent less favorably 
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inclined,scoring below ,100, only two were very negative in their 
attitudes, scoring below 83. This relatively favorable attitude is 
.. 
to be expected a~ong these fathers; since they would tend to come 
into more contact with other p~rents of athletes occupying a 
similar ascribed status, at sporting events in which their sons 
took part. Perhaps, they would also be influenced by discussions 
wi th their own sons and his athletic friends. 
The parents of non-athletes, on the other hand, were negatively 
inclined toward athletiCS; of the group, 70 percent scored below . 
100 and 18 per cent of the total group scored below 83. Their sons 
~ereeven mare negatively inclined toward athletics despite their 
more immediate role in the school. It would be expected that as a 
~roup, the fathers of non-athletes would not take as close an 
interest in school athletics since their sons would not be compet-· 
~ng. They would perhaps tend to minimize or underestimate the 
mportance of athletics since their sons have not tried, or have 
fOailed, to achieve in this area. That they rank higher in favor- . 
ableness to athletics than their sons, however, is an interesting " 
~acet. Possibly a fair number of them took part in athletics in 
~.e1r younger days and, despite a non-athletic son, have maintained 
vheir interest and a belief in the positive value of athletics. 
Finally, it can be seen in Table I that the teachers, as a 
grOUP, tend to be almost as negatively inclined as the non-athletes 
~nd a little more so than the parents of non-athletes. In their 
I"'ole as teachers, they l'lould tend to internalize the stated goa~s 
_\ 
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of the school syst~,' namely, high academic achievement, honest 
intellectual endeavour, and character formation. J\.C~ording to 
these results, it- seems evident tha-t the teachers ai a group, re-
gardless of special interests i·n athletics, consider athletics 
primarily an extra curricular activity which has its proper place' 
in the school, but which should not interfere with the primary 
objective of t~e school as they see it, namely, the development to 
the ~llest extent possible, of the intellectual life of the 
student. This training of the mind is, generally speaking, the 
main work that teachers are expected to do in this school, by the' 
parents who make great financial sacrifices to send their children 
to the school, by the authorities of the school, and even by the 
students themselves, although a little half-heartedly, in some 
cases. In other words, this is the attitude, behavior and approach 
that teachers are expected to have due to the parti~lar' role they 
play in the school system. 
From.this examination of.Tables I and II, certain general 
trends seem to be present. The athletes, true to their role in the 
school system are the most favorable toward athletics. Their 
fathers, tbile not as ,enthusiastic, have the' second highest .. 
favorable responses toward athletics, much higher than the fathers 
of non-athletes who, surprisingly enough, rank slightly higher in 
favorableness toward athletics than their non-athletic sons. The 
teachers are only slightly more favorable toward athletics than the 
non-athletes in the school. Although the non-athletes, perhaps 
'. i 
'. 
4' 
partly due to their unsatisfying role in the adolescent sub-
culture give the most unfavorable responses, it is among the 
parents of non-athletes that the highest (18 per-cent) of extreme 
unfavorab1eness is to be found. 
-
...-
TABLE II 
COMPARATIVE SCORES FOR ALL CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS 
ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRES 
Composi-
tion of 
All Groups 
NUMBER PER CENT 
65- 83- 101-
82* 100 118 
Teachers 
Parents of 
Non-
Athletes 6 
Parents of 
Athletes 2 
Non-
Athletes 2 
Athletes 
Tote.1 13 
10 5 
17 7 
l4 l6 
23 9 
$ 24 
72 61 
119- Total 65- e3- 101- 119- Total 
135 82 100 118 135 
2 
5 
18 16.7 55.6 27.8 100.1 
33 18.2 51.5 21.2 9.1 100.0 
32 6.3 43.8 50.0 
34 5.9 67.6 26.5 . 100.0 
34 23.5 70.6 .5.9 1QO.O 
151 $.6 47.7 40.4 3.3 100.0 
*Since 65 was the lowest score obtained and 134 the highest, 
based on the scoring system as seen in Table I, the scores 
were divided into 4 equal groupings starting at 65 to $2 
up to 119 to 135. 
\~en the questionnaire is broken down into special areas 
possibly affected by athletics, certain similarities and differ-
ences from the pattern of the total questionnaire do appear. In 
. I 
.-' 
",:,' ' 
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the area dealing with the extent of athletic programs" .~q.. the 
school, the respOnses are indicated in Table 1I13 and~~re.contai 
ed in statements 1, 7, and 13 of the questionnaire. T~e three' 
statements were as follows: 
...... 
1. Athletics are underemphasized at our school. 
7. Inter school sports should be discontinued. 
13. There should be more inter-class sports within our 
school. 
Question 7 was worded negatively and so a negative response to it 
would indicate a favorable attitude. These three statements deal-
ing with the extent of the athletic program in the school were 
given generally favorable approval except for the teachers who 
were equally divided. Nevertheless, there were recognizable 
differences in the favorableness of the various groups. The 
general pattern of Table II holds true, however. The athletes 
gave 91.1 per cent favorable responses while 83 per c emt of the . 
non-athletes gave favorable response,s. This relatively high 
favora9le response among the non-athletes might indicate they 
prefer more inter-class sports in the school, in which they wotild 
have abetter chance of achieving and thus gain some recognition 
without their total acceptance of the inter-school athletic pro-
gram as it presently exi sts. The fathers of athletes wer'e more 
3Table III, Comparative Scor es for all Categories of 
Respondents on Questions Dealing ",ith General Attitudes 
Toward Athleti. cs, p. 45. 
I 
I 
1 
I 
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favorable, 72 per cent, than the fathers of non-athletes, 64 per 
cent of ~nom gave a favorable response. The fathers of non-
.. 
athletes, might, .along with their sons, want a great opportunity 
for the less gifted athletically to compete and thus develop . 
. ,~-
I physically. The teachers, evenly divided with '50 per cent more I favorably inclined, might have been aware of the physical limita-
I :~::; ::r:h:o:::l::~:~~'t:::ef:::n:::: :::::::: :::,a::e:dY 
I 
I 
result, were it would seem, in favor of the status quo o 
TABLE III 
COMPARATIVE SCORES FOR ALL CATEGORIES OF RESPO~~ENTS ON QUESTIONS 
DEALING \'HTH GENERAL ATTITUDE TOvlARD ATHLETICS 
I 
NUMBER I PER C E N T 
{7- 0.0- (1.3- 3- 7- 10- "13-
9 12) 15) Total 6 9 12 15 
$ 9 1$ 5.6 44.4 50.0 
11 19 2 33 3.0 33.3 57.6 6.1 
6 21 2 32 9.4 1$.8 65.6 6.3 
6 23 5 34
1 
17.6 67.6 14.7 
.3 21 10 .34 g.S.6l.8 29.4 
, 1\ 
--
. 
1.3 .31 22. 5 6~;~l_~1.: 34 94 18 151 
Y.cJflinirnum score of 3, maximum score of 15 based on .3 
questions each ... ·r.i.th a possible value of 5 through 1 
msed on degree of favorableness or unfavorableness 
divided into four equal groupings. 
Total 
100.0 
100.0 
100.1 
100.0 
100.0 
-
100.0 
--------------------------------------------------------------~ 
~ ..__ --~---------*_'----____ e __ *_"_*'_t'_·_'~' ____ tt _______._' ______ ~. ____ t_.,'''t_T_'_t._·_W_*t ___ -W __ ___ 
,
h:o: l: :i:~~;'t :ef:::n: ~
\ .3 '1.
_9 
.3.3 .3. .3.  • .3 
.3  • .3 
.
.341 
,
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Th~ affects of athletics on academic achievement are considered in 
Table Iv4. This specific area was considered (in . statements 2, 
8, 18, 23, as follows). 
.. 
2. A boy's school work usually improves as a result of' 
playing on school teams. 
8. School teams are usually too time consuming for 
athletes. 
18. Playing on school teams distracts a boy too much 
,from his studies. 
19. Boys playing on scnool teams succeed better in 
their studies than non-athletes. 
It is in this specific area of the questionnaire that the respon-
dants indicated the most unfavorable attitudes. The athletes have 
the most favorable attitude and yet this involres only 50 per cent 
of them. Next come the teachers with 44 per cent being favorable, 
the parents of athletes with 43 per cent, the parents of non-
athletes with 30 per cent, and finally, the non-athletes with 18 
per cent. Among the teachers, who with 44 per cent being favor-
abl e, are next to the athletes in attitude, there is a greClt 
. 
. 
~ifference of attitude, with 33 per cent of them strongly feel~ng 
that athletics hinder academic achievement. Both the athletes and 
the non-athletes being very close to the scene, felt that their 
studies migJ:l.t suffer because of athletics, however, interestingly 
enougJ:l., the non-athlete, although not a participant, was strongly 
4Table IV, Comparative Scores for all Categories of Respon-
dents on Questions Dealing with Affect of Athlet.:i. cs on 
Academic Achievement of Students, p. 48. 
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convinced of this." Perhaps in his role as a student, with fewer 
immediate satisfactions, the non-ath.mete has stronger motivations 
to attain his goals of academic success and is~afraid that athle-
tics might deter him from his immediate goal nam~ly, the attaining 
.~--
of high marks and perhaps, his deferred goal, a scholarship. This 
negative attitude in this table also seems to indicate that the 
pressures of more difficult university entrance requirements, and 
greater amounts of subject matter to cover in the higher grades, 
are having their affect on the attitudes of all those connected 
with the school system regardless of their role. It is like a 
chain reaction, the uni versi ties with their shortage of space a.'1d 
personnel raise the standards, then the Department of Education 
and the inspectors insist on greater and greater achievement, 
through more liberal doses of homework o The principal and his 
staff, in order to cover the heavier curriculum demands, hand out 
heavier assignments, and impress upon the parents that nothing 
should be allowed to deter their sons from this work, if they are 
to compete successfully wi th all the othe r students in th e provin-
", 
ce for the scarce places in the universities. The various roles 
in the school system are very distinct; however, since they are in 
th e same sys tern, of ne cessi ty th ey are strongly interrelated with 
the others. 11.11 fi ve roles in the school system have been simila 
1y, but in varying degrees, affected in their attitudes by the 
pressure3 of the general 30ciety and the formal sc.'1oo1 s~t~il in 
j vL'lich they function. This may explain why the teachers, althoueh 
~
~ 
, 
I 
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I 
I 
I 
! 
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55 percent negative in their attitudes, were second only to the 
athletes in favorable attitudes about the question. They are not 
directly involved as the students in the scrambIe for entrance to 
the university, nor as personally involved and worried as the 
parents, who wish to obtain a return on the very hard earned 
tuition and expenses which they have to pay for their son's educa-
tion. 
TABDE IV 
COMP~~ATIVE SCORES FOR ALL CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS ON QUESTIONS 
DEALING WITH AFFECT OF ATHLETICS 
ON ACADillUC ACHIEVEMENT OF STUDENTS 
" • 
± .. -~ 
-
_ .. ..N'.1. 
-' 
Composi-
tion of 
All Groups NUMBERS PER C E N T 
4- 9- 13- 17- 4- ~- ~3- 17- I 8~( 12 16 20 Total 8 tJ.2 ~6 20 Total 
Teachers 6 4 8 18 33.3 22.2 44.4 100.0 
Parents of 
Non-
Athletes 6 17 7 3 33 18.2 51.5 21.2 9.1 100.0 
Parents of 
32
1 
Athletes 5 I 13 14 15.6 40.6 43.$ 100 4 0 
Non-
Athletes 5 23 5 1 34 14.7 67.6 14.7 2.9 100.0 
Athletes 2 15 15 2 34 1~4.1, 44.1 5.9 100.0 
Total 124 1-7~~J ---:-. ;~1115.~ 47.{3 2.5 4.0 1100.0 
~- i ... 
':cI\linimum scor e of 4, maximum score of 20 based en 4 
questions each wi th a possibl e value of 5 through 1. 
I 
10'MK "tO  
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The area of the que'stionnaire dealing with the affects of athlet-
, . 
ics on the morai life of boys is recorded in'Table V5and is based 
on the follow:tng statements, 4,.19, 27. , 
... 
4. Athletes get into trouble with the law more often 
than non-athletes.-
19. Non-athletes usually get to Confession and Communion 
more often than athletes. 
27. Non-athletes drink more beer and liquor than athletes 
of the same age. 
i 
There is every indication from the responses that all groups are 
strongly convinced that athletics does have a good effect on ~he 
moral life of the athlete. The athletes lead the way again with 
91 per cent being favorable who feel that athletics do help in the 
f 
moral life, then follow the parents of athletes with SS per cent, 
the teachers with 7S per cent, the parents of non-athletes with 
76 per cent and the non-athletes w.l. th 75 per cent. tfuether this 
attitude is based on what they think is actually accomplished at' 
ltbetber it 'is based on mat they hope athletics do for a boy is 
. 
not i~dicated, however, it would be a very interesting area tQ 
" 
'investigate. The general trend in attitudes is still present, 
, 
however, with athletes most strongly in favor, and the non-athlet-
es least favorable and wi th the fathers of athletes almost as 
convinced as their sons of the salutary effects of athletics on 
the moral life of their sons. 
5Table V, Comparati ve Scor es for all Categorie s of i Responden-
ts on Questions Dealing \~ith Affect of Athletics on r':oral 
.' r S dEn 1) a 
.,'c 
j ,~ 
'0 i 
TABLE V 
COMPARATIVE SCORES FOR' ALL CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS ON QUESTIONS 
DEALING WITH AFFECT OF ATHLETICS ON MORAL LIFE OF STUDENTS 
.. 
, 
. 
Composi- .~-
tion Of 
All Groups IN U M B E ,R I I . PER C E N T 
3- 7- 10- 13- 3- 7- 110- 13-6* 9 12 15 Total 6 9 12 15 Total 
Teachers 4 12 2 18 22.2 66.7 11.1 100.0 
. 
Parents of 
Non-
Athletes 8 23 2 33 24.2 69.7 6.1 100.0 
. 
Parents of 
Athletes 4- 24- 4- 32 12.5 75.0 12.5 100.0 
Non-
Athletes 5 25 4- 34 14.7 73.5 11.8 100.0 
Athletes 3 19 12 34 8.9 55.9 35.3 lOO.r 
Total 24- 103 24 151 15.9 68.~ 15.9 100.C 
. 
*¥dnimum score of 3, maximum score of 15 based on 3 questions 
each with a possible value of 5 through 1. 
The e~fects of athletics on the personalities of athletes are ~o 
~e found in Table Vfwhich is based on statements, 10, 15, 21, ·Jo. 
10. Athletes are more obedient to parents than non-
athletes. 
15. Non-athletes are more cooperative around the 
home than athletes. 
6Tabl e VI, Comparati ve Scores for all Categori es of Resp onden 
ts on Questions Dealing with Affect of Athletics on the 
Personalitie 5 of Studro ts, p. 52. 
~ __ ------------__ * ________ ~ ___________ ._!_.~. _,, _______ b_%_·_· ____ ~_·_·_ .. _·_,,_ .. __ __ 
1 
21. Athletes tend to be more ill at ease socially 
than non-athletes. 
30. Athletes are more obedient to teachers~than 
non-athletes. 
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In Table VI here again the same general trend continues with 
e athletes being 6$ per cent favorable, followed by their parents 
th 60 per cent, then the teachers with 56 per cent (but none ve 
avorable), next the parents of non-athletes with 54 per cent, and 
inally, the non-athletes with only 35 per cent favorable. The 
athletes is generally favorable, and as a group, 
here seems to be a belief in their minds that their participation 
'n athletics has helped to develop them socially and instilled in 
em a little more discipline. Their parents, Who observe them 
closely around home, also seem to believe this J. but to a 
extent. On the other hand, the non-athlete strongly dis-
and is not at all convinced that participation .in athletics 
royal road to a well rounded personality, although his own 
is inclined to lean a little more favorably toward this 
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TABLE V~ 
COMPARATIVE SCORES FOR ALL CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS ON QkSTIONS 
DEALING WITH AFFECT OF ATHLETICS ON THE PERSONALITIES OF 16TUDENTS 
.. 
. 
Composi- .-
tion Of 
All Groups NUM B E R S PER C E N T 
4- 9- 13- 17- 4- 9- 13- 17-
8* 12 16 20 ~ota1 8 12 16 20 Total 
Teachers . 8 10 18 44.4 55.6 100.0 
Parents of 
Non-
Athletes .1 14 15 3 33 3.0 42.4 45.5 9.1 100.0 
Parents of 
Athletes 13 15 4 32 40.6 46.9 12.5 100.1 
Non-
Athletes 22 11 1 34 64.7 32.4 2.9 100.0, 
Athletes 1 10 18 5 34 2.9 29.4 52.9 14.7 100.0 
Total 2 67 69 13 151 1.3 44.4 45.7 g.6 100.0 
*Minimum score of 4, maximum score of 20 possible based on 
4 questions each with a possibl e value of 5 through 1 .. 
, I 
. The affect of athletic participation on the status and ' .. 
popularity of student s is pointed out in Table VII? and is based 
on statements, 5, 11, 16, 24, 26, 2.8. 
5. There is favoritism shown to athletes by teachers 
in the s dl 001. 
7Table VII). Comparati ve Scores for All Categoric s of Respon-
dents on '-luestions Dealing With Affect of Athletics on 
Status and Popularity of Students, p. 54. 
~_" .. '_-'-____ tew .... ' . _ ..... ' -.... '---------__ .... ''4 ....... ' .... ' __ ... t-t ..... ' .... "_' __ ''''' _.oioI'd ..... ) .... i _' __ ...... ' __ ' .... «t_._ .... ,........... __ .... ' 
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11. Our school is judged by the citizens of the corr~unity 
more on'the basis of athletic success than scholastic 
achievement. 
.. 
16. The s.c.hoo1 authoritiesgtve more awards, publicity 
and acclaim to athletes than non-cthletes. 
24. Athletes create more disci pline problems around the 
school than non-athletes. 
26. The top athletes u~ually set a good exa~ple for the 
rest of the high school sttri ent s to follow. 
28. The better athletes are the more popular boys in 
th e school. 
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,The teachers, who are 80 per cent favorable in their attitudes ar 
in a gpod position to see the 'in-group' composition in the 
school. The athletes and th eir parent s are 65· per cent favorabl e 
and 66 per cent favorable, respectively, above the non-athlete 
who is 53 per cent favorable and his father who is 64 per cent 
favorable. It is possible that because of a boy's status as a 
non-athlete, he will -tend to color his observati ons ·conc erning thE' 
actual situation prevailing in the student sub-culture.' Because 
there is such a generally strong clustering of responses in the 
middle or neutral area on the part of all groups, and since the 
teachers were quite a bi t more favorabl e here th an in the total 
questionnaire, it seems quite posfii bl e that certain qucstlons, 
espe cially numbers 5 and 11, 'I'{ere a lit tl e weak as to the ir valid 
it Yo It would have been better to ask other que stions dealing 
I mor e dir ectly with populari ty wi th .~irls or cha nces to be elected 
. to the stu:ient councilo On the other hand, it is well to rCr:1CU;-
, bel" too t becaus e some of th e respondent s, e spe cially teacr- ers, i ____________________________________________________________________ ~ 
- .. '--'----'--"'" ..  ...... ' -* ... ' .... 'w ........ ' .... ' ' .......... ' .......... '  '_' _;.101, ..... ) ... 6 _'  ...... ' ' ... 't .... --...' ............. --. ......... ' 
S
so
,
___ ___ ___ __ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ __
'4 
were incli!,-ed to believe that athletics help a boy to be popular 
and have status in the school, this does not necessarily indicate 
" .. 
that they than~e1ves were in favor of this, fbut rather that they 
were aware of th e actual si tuation. 
- I TABLE VII 
COMPARATIVE SCORES FOR ALL CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS ON QUESTIONS 
DEALING WITH 
AFFECT OF ATHLETICS ON STATUS AND POPULARITY OF STUDENl'S 
Composi-
tion Of 
'-
All Groups N U M B E R S PER C E N T 
0-*, 13- 19- 25- 0- 13- 19- 23,';;';'--::"'---1 
12 18 24 30 Total 12 18 24 30 Total 
Teachers 1 2 14 1 18 5.6 11.1 77.8 5.6 100.1 
Parents of 
Non-
Athletes 12 20 1 33 36.4 60.6 J.O 100.0, 
Parent s of 
Ath1etos ' 11 21 32 34.4 65.6 100.0 . 
, 
Non-
Athletes 16 17 1 34 47.1 50.0 2.9 100.0 
• , 
·Athletes 1 11 22 34 2.9 32.4 64.7 100.0 
- - --
Total 2 52 94 3 151 1.3 )4.4 62.3 2.0 100.0 
- -
",cI.a.nimum score of 6, maximum score of 30 possible, based on 
6 questions each wi th a possi ble value of 5 th rouf?P 1. 
The effect of teachers' coaching on their relationship with 
students and the importance that the various groups attach to 
Priests engaging in this particular type of 'WOrk is recorded in 
, 
Table VIII8and isbaesed on statements, 3, 9, 14, .20, 29.· 
" 
3. Teachers who coach have a better understanding 
of the problems of the students than those who 
do not. 
9. Teachers WlO coach do more effective teaching in 
th e classroom than non-coaches. 
14. ,Teachers who co.ach are more popular with the stui ents 
than non-coaches. 
20. Laymen ::h ould do all the coaching of inter-school 
-sports. 
29. The ti me sp ent by Prie sts coaching, mould be more 
profitably used in prie stJ.y an d intellectual W) rk. 
5' 
. 
Both the athletes and the non-athletes were strongly favorable to 
this specific area of the questionnair~· The athletes were 91 pe 
cent favorable, wi th 47 per cent of the athletes being very 
strongly favorable •. The non-athletes were 94 per cent favorable' 
but considerably fewer (18 per cent) were strongly favorable. 
This result indicates tha t the stud ents, as a whole,· feel tha, t 
coaches understand ~em better as a result or their association 
wi th them outside of the classroom. It would also indl cate a 
, 
strong approval of Prie sts engaging in coa ching act! vi tie s whim 
W)uld bring than into direct contact with the students on a less 
formal basis and provide opportunities for individual guidance and 
counseling. Of the parents of athletes, 84 per cent were favor-
able toward this point while the parents of non-athletes were 
STable VIII, Comparative Scores Far all Cater,ories of Respon-
dents on Questions Dealing With the Importance of Coaching 
on a Teachers Relationship 1tl:i.th Student s, p. 57. 
" 
~ __ - ..... - ...... 1-'#_ ..... + . ...... _*_., ...... _ ... d'-_" .... 'b.ee _____ ' ........ '..... '_of __ N .... ~'tr"t't&"_fl ...... __ ...... ' _ ......... ' ...... _t t ... 't*_iIo'~ ... 1I It -toll' ), ............... ~ 
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76 per cent favorable. This is in keeping ",11 tb t.'1e general trend 
of the whole questionnaire and seems to indi cate tha t the parents 
.• 
as well, feel.that this contact· of their children -tJith the 
Priests and scholastics outside of the classroom has a good effect 
.. --
on them.. The teachers, while .55 per cent are favor ably incl. ined, 
as a grcup are not as convinced of the importance of Priests 
engaging in this type of activity, nor are they cpite so sure that 
their effectiveness in the classroom, and their understanding of 
students and their problems is improv-ed by engaging in coaching 
activities. 'Whether a Priest who engages in coaching activities 
does produce a good effect is not proven, but the important point 
is brought out tha t there is a very general agreement along with 
the sttri ent s ani parents that the Priest Wl 0 coac.'1 es doe s haye a \ 
good effect on the boys Wl 0 come under his c?-!,e. 
'0 
..... ' ' _'-'   _+tn' .... • ·'...... - -..d'-_·.... 'b.ee __ __ ......... '''-" ..... ' .... fr t_ ....  .... ~'tr"t't&"_fl_' ....... ' _ ......... ' '___ .... , f"t. Io~"'1I It -t ll' ), ............... 
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TABLE VIII 
COMPARATIVE SCOR'ES FOR ALL CATEGORIES OF RESP ONDENrS ON QUESTIONS 
DEALING WITH THE IMPORTANCE OF COACHING ON A TEACHERS RELATIONSHIF 
WITH S'lUDENTS 
========~==============~".-=====~~==-===,=--==========~====~==~ 
Composi-
tion Of 
.I All Groups NUMBERS PER C E N T 
,,16; 1.11.- .to 21.- io Il.J.- . l.O- 2.1-15 20 25 Total 15 20 25 Total 1--
-
Teachers 1 7 10 18 5.6 38.9 55.6 100.1 
Parents 
Of Non-
Athletes 8 18 7 33 ' 24.2 54.5 21.2 100.0 
Parents 
Of 
Athletes 5 23 4 32 15.6 71.9 12.5 100.0 
Non-
Athletes 2 26 6 34 5.9 76.5 17.6 100.0 
Athletes 3 15 16 34 8.8 44.1 47.1 100.0 
Total 1 25 92 33 151 0.7 16.6 60.9 21.9 100.1 
, 
- , 
trcMinimum score of 5 ,maximum scer e of 25 possible based on 
5 questions each with a possible value of 5 through 1. .. 
The effect of partici pation in athleti cs on the itt ture 
success of a student in the w:>r1d is treated in Table IX9 ,and is 
based on statements 6, 12,17, ,22, 25. 
9Table IX, Comparative Seor es For All Categori'es of Respon-
dents on Questions Dealing With the Affect of Athletics on 
the Futllre Success In The \A70rld of Students, p. 59. 
\ 
6 •. A boy who pa:'tteipat~8 in. eohoo1 s~~t:J hae a better 
chance to succeed in the business world than if he 
doe s not participate. 
.. 
12. A boy ~ho participates in school sports will tend. :tri 
later lifeto read less and to be Ie ss interested i • 
in studies than if he_does not play • 
. --
17. A boy mo participates in school athletics is a 
better pro spe ct for the Priesthood than if he do es 
not play. 
22. A boy l'h 0 participates in senior school sports will 
.succeed better in college than if he does not play. 
25. A boy who participates in schpol sports will be a 
better c:i.tizen than if he does not play. 
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Here again, the trend is very evid ent wi th 71 per cent of the 
athletes strongly fa~orable as compared with the non-athletes who 
'\ 
are very unfavorabl e wi thonly 26 per cent being favor able. The 
, 
parents of athletes with 59 per cent favorable as canpared with 
51 per cent favorable for the parents of non-athletes, are oonsis-
tent and more conservative 1n their attitudes here. Finally, th~ 
teachers ",10th only 45 per cent favorable indi cate the:i.r realiza-
tion of the difficultie s facing stui ent s \'Jho seek an edUcation and 
its resultant advantages. This realization is perhaps countered 
to a certain extent by l;x) th teachers and parents who realize or 
believe that personality development and social adjustmcnt.througr 
athletics are very imp-ortcn t also, as far as real Sl ccess in the 
world is concerned. The non-athletes however, very much in 
keeping with the ir role as non-athletes and in thei r youthful and 
more radical atti wdes are convinced tha t success in the world, a 
nebulous term at best, can be obtai ned wi thout engaging in 
athletics. Academic achievement, for-them, is the roya1,road to 
,t!·" .. , 
success and happiness and all else is secondary and can be 
.. 
sacrificed, if.necessary. 
,-
fABLE IX ,. 
COMPARATIVE SCORES FOR ALL CATEGORIES OF RESPONDENTS ON-QUESTIONS 
DEALING 'IIITH THE AFFECT OF ATHLETICS ON THE FUTURE SUCCESS IN TrE 
WORLD OF STU DENTS 
Composi-
tion Of 
All Groups NUNBER.S Pi'R ('ENT 
5- 11- 16- 21- Total 5- 11- 16- 21- . 
10* 15 20 ?Ii 10 15' 20 ?Ii ' Tntal 
Teachers 2 8 7 1 18 11.1 44.4 38.9 5.6 100.0 
Parents Of 
Non-
Athletes 5 11 14 3 33 15.2 33.3 42.4 9.1 100.0 
. 
Parents Of 
Athletes 13 17 2 32 40.6 53.1 6.3 100.0 
. 
Non-
Athletes 2 23 9 34 5.9 67.6 26.5 100.0 
Athlet,es 10 19 5 34 29.4 55.9 l~-.? 100.0 
, 
. '-, 
-
Total 9 65 66 11 151 6.0 43.0 43.7 7.3 100.0 
, 
-
*r.finimum s cor e of 5, maxi.mum s <X> re of 25 poss! ble based 
on 5 questions each. with a possible value of 5 through 1. 
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~ 
In the seven gener~ areas of the ·questionnaire, there have 
been some very interesting variations from the basic trend in 
.. 
attitu des of the fi ve different role s. In' the area of th e questio 
questionnai. re mich dealt wi ~l]- the extent of the ath1eti c program 
in the school, the non-athletes gave rather high favorable re-
sponses mich mig,. t indi cate merely tha t they want more inter-· 
class sports and are still not in favor of the overall athletic 
picture in the school. The responses to the area of the question-
naire considering the effect 'of athletics on academic achieveme~t 
were the most unfavorable of the responses, indicating that the 
pressures of the general society md the formal educatiol\ system 
affect the school system a's a Wlo1e and all its closely inter-
related roles. A high mal:jority of the respondents in all five 
ro 1es felt that ath1eti cs had a good effect on a boy's moral life. 
There was a generally favorable response to the areas -examining . 
the effect of athletics on personality development, except for the 
non-athletes who could not quite see how participation in 
athletics could help them grow and nature. The teadlers gave the 
most favor able respollS e to the area of the questionnaire \'\b1ch 
considered the affect of athletics on the status and popularity 
of the student. The teachers evidentally felt they urrlerstood 
the status system 1n the school among th e stud ert, s but were not 
n~cessari1y in favor of it. In the area of the questionnare 
~.mich consi dered theaff.ect of teachers coaching on their re-
1ationeh ips wi th stud ents, the non-athlete gave the moo t 
" 
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ra~orable responses. This perh~ps indicates his envious 
realization tba t the athletes have a good opportunity for friendly 
.. 
conversation w~th Prie sts and easy access to help and counsel. 
On the other hand, th e non-athletes were strongly unfavorable in 
.--
their responses to the area of the question~aire Wlich consid ered 
th e affect of athletics on the .future succ ess of athletes in the 
world. 
'.' 
... 
.. 
TEACHERS 
CHAPTF;R IV 
• j 
COMPARISON OF RESPONSES OF EACH ROLE 
AS RELATEU 10 SOCIAL FACTORS 
In this chapter, 'th e responses from the questionnaire mll 
. 
be studied to .see if any social factor in particular, or any grou_ 
, 
of so cial factor s t ends to affect the atti tudes of any or all of f 
the three groups studied. The responses of the teachers, the 
parents, and the students, will be analyzed in that order. The 
teachers indi cated the lowest favorable attitude toward athleti cs 
of all the groups and were not broken down into sub-groups 'for 
purposes of comparison, as were, for instance, the student s into 
athletic and non-athletic. The variations wi. thin their responses 
, 
will be studied in relation to the three social factors on \'bieb 
th ey were questioned, nam ely, degree of interest, coa ching', 
.e~ erience, end participation in organized athletics. These were 
the only social factors on the teacher's questionnaire, because i 
was felt by the writer that the sample was too small and that the 
anonymity of the respondents would be endangered if other factors 
such a~ age, or nationality had been included and finally, that 
oth er so cial factors 'WOuld not be of signif! cant importance. 
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The intensity' of .the teacher's interest 'in athletics is dealt 
with in Table XlO. Here, as could be expected,the ~esponses were 
... ~ .. 
/ 
more favorable-among the teachers who were m~re interested in 
athletics and decreased prop~tionately as their interest de-
creased. Among th e teachers \'\ho claimed to be more interested in 
athletics than most people, only 57 per cent were favor able and 
none of the~ were very favorable. It appears tha t the basic 
enthusiasm that these teachers had for athletics was considerably 
tanpered by the roles tha t they played in the school system. In 
the course of their years. of teaching, their e:xperience and diffi-
culties in the classroom and the pressur es of the educational sys-
tan as a whole probably tended to nake them adopt less extreme· 
attitudes as far as athletics in the school were concerned. Of 
the teachers who judged themselves to be just as interested in 
athletics as 'others, only 14 per cent had a 'favorable" attitude~­
ward athletics. Among tha) e who judged th ansel ves to be Ie ss 
interested than oth ers, 100 per cent had unfavorable attitudes 
• 
Wi th 3 teachers being extremely unfavorabl e. As a group, 72 per 
cent of the teachers had unfavorable attitudes toward athletics in 
the school, regardless of their personal interest. This important 
fact seems to indi cate the great for ce and pressure tha t the 
actual playing of the role of teach er in the school has on the per 
son. It would seem that a teacher is expected to think 3nd act in 
lOTable X,..,.Teachers' Sc~res on Tota~ Q1.;le~!-ionnair~ in Re1a-
t.ion tointensitv of _J.ntp-rest in itth.l.et~cs n 6L. .. 
way~ cpnsistent with the goals of the school system .. and 'that for 
the most part, he gradually internalizes thes~ role e:Kpe¢t(tions 
.. ," 
and adjusts his, attitudes accordi'ngly, although perhaps in'ri.o1i too 
'it conscious a fashion. 
TABLE X 
TEACHERS' SCmES ON TOTAL QUEST IONNJ[ RE IN RELATION TO INTF.NSITY 
OF INTEREST IN ATHLETICS 
. 
Intensity 
of Interest 
in , 
Athletics NUMBERS PER C E N T 
105- 83- lO~- i~§- ~5- 83- IIO~- i~§-82 100 118 Total 82 100 118 Total 
Mote 
Interested j 4 7 42.9 57.1 100.0 
As 
Interested 6 1 7 85.7 14.3 100.0 
Less . 
Interested :; 1 4 r?5.0 25.0 100.0 
Total j 10 5 18 16.7 55.6 27.8 100.0 
. 
-
, , 
. The coaching experience of the teachers as a factor affecting 
thei r attitudes toward athletics is covered in Table XIII. Here 
the same general expected pattern is clearly evident. Of those 
who have been coaching for five }~ ars or more, 50 per cent are 
more favorable toward athletics. Among those with le~s than five 
11 -Te&ch ers' Scar es on Tot al (1)est5.onnr-lir e in ReIn tion to 
Coaching Experi(:mce~ p~ 66. . 
,', 
" . 
.. 
I 
I 
i 
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years coaching experience, only 30 per cent are favorable to .... 'ard 
athletics in the school. Those who have had no coaching exper-
ience in the school are 100 per cent unanimous in their noga~ive 
or unfavorable atti tude to\..,a,l"d athletics. The 'majority of the 
, 
teachers with coaching experience, even those with more than five 
years of it, are still not completely convinced of the value of 
athletics in the school. It is among them that the most favorable 
attitudes would be expected, if only for their peace of mind. It 
is usually difficult to take an enthusiastic interest in one's 
work, if one is not personally convinced of its value. Apparentl) 
a ~ood per cent of the present or past coaches in the school are 
not en tirely so Id on thi s asp ect ,of thei r ''''0 rk and mif11 t pe rfo rm 
their assigned tasks in this realm w1. th mixed moti ves. On the 
other hand, it possibly indicates that the teachers are much more 
concerned wi th their ~rk in the classroom than on th e playing 
~ field and look upon their coaching activities as very secondary i 
importance. Coaching for them migh t perhaps even be a wast "of 
time, beca1).se the student s are too di stracted from their studie's 
and because the teachers lose too much time which they could 
better spend in preparing their classes Md enri chine; t..'1 ei r 
courses for th e greater bene f1 t of the students. 
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TABLE XI ' 
TE,ACHERS' 
.--Coaching 
Experience NUMBERS PER C E N T 
05- 83- 101- 119- 05- 83- 101- 119-
82 100 118 135 Total 82 100 118 135 Total 
None 2 2 4 50.0 50.0 100.0 
. 
Less Than 
5 Years 1 6 ~ 10 10.0 60.0 30.0 100.0 
5 Years . 
and Over 2 2 4 50.0 50.0 100.0 
" 5 18 16.7 55.6 27.8 Total :3 10 100.1 
Previous participation by teachers in organized athletics 
as a factor affecting their attitudes toward athletics is studied 
'. ~ 
in Table XII12. . Of thos e who had played organized sports eaflie~ 
in their careers, only 42 per cent indicated favorable resp~se 
;..award' athletics, \'\bereas ,there were no favorable res!X)nses am~.ng 
those who had never participated in organized athletics. This 
clear OJ. t unfav<r able atti tude toward ath letics on the part of 
those who had never shared in the possible advantages of partici-
pation in organiz ed sports indi cates how difficult it is to form 
a favorable attitude toward athletics, if one has never experien-
ced its joys and hardships. Those teachers who had previously 
12Table XI!~ Teachers' Scor~~ on .. ~,?~al~g};les;'ionnaire in Rela-
t-.ion to rm"'tici nnt.inn in ur,(,..qnl.zeaAthLptl.l~S n 6R 
I 
, 
[ ,', , 
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part! eip.,.ted. ift t ... ni ~tbl.et1eo w~:'. lI.till !'.~ti"'.ly \1ftf"tt'lu_1ae. 
tic about athletics, however. This attitude is again in ,}ceeping 
.. ~. 
wi th their rol.e as teachers for .they no doubt are in a good posi-
tion to weigh many good and bad effects that athletics have on , 
.--
students and try to arrive at a prudent conclusion. As a group, 
the teachers are probably more aware and disquieted by the dangers 
of exaggerated or over-stressed athleticism in the schools, 
. 
because they are very personally involved and feel a greater 
responsibility tha:ndo their less rna ture students or the pare~s 
mo are not as closely or directly connected w1 th the school 
system. 
It is ev:ident therefore, that teachers with previous 
participation in organized athletics, greater intensity of inter-l 
est in athletics, and greater coaching experience have a more 
posi tive attitude toward athletics 'than teachers WlO have had no 
previous participation in organized athletics, less intensity of 
interest, and little or no coaching experience. However, since 
r 
,only 28 per cent of the teachers as a group have post tive or '.' 
favorable attitudes toward athletics in the school system, it 
~uld appear that the part:i.cular role they play in the school 
system tEll ds to affect their a tti tudes consid erably. The role of 
teacher tanpers the strong favorable atti1lldes that could normall) 
be expected from people who have previously engaged in organized 
athletics, "mo have had C03. ching experience and have considerable 
interest in sports. 
..........--
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TABLE XII 
TEACHERS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO PARTICIPA-
TION IN ORGANIZED ATHLETI CS" 
==========~="=.================~======================~ 
Participation 
in 
Organized 
Athletics N U !vI B E R S 
65- 83- 101- 119-
_____ ._~.2 100 118 1]5· Total 
Yes 7 5 12 
No 3 3 6 
Total 3 10 5 13 
PER C E r~ T 
65 83- 101- !119-
82 r1QQ- 118 135 Total 
5d.3 41.7 100.0 
50.0 50.0 100.0 
16.7 55.6 27.8 10001 
-------------------"----~'----~----------~----~------~------~----------.~--~-------,-----
In the Appendix, pp. 122-130 there are t:3.bles dee.ling ,,;1 th the 
affect ilia t the t."lree social factors, about which the teachers 
were que 3tion.ed, have on their atti tudes toward the sever. speci fic 
B.reas of the questionnaire o None of the responses from the se 
f tables contradict the eeneral conclusions previously mentioned. 
The teachers give the most negative responses in the areas 'that 
deal with the affect of athletics on academic life, and the affect 
of athletics on future success in the world o In the other areas 
of the question!1aire they are not quite as negative in their 
responses 0 
.".........,.-
=r- " ' ==~==========~=====
, ' JR
---"----~'----~- ~- ~- -~ ---~----------.~- ~ - .
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The fathers r respons es wi. 11 bestudi ed to see 1£ any ~~ia 1 
~ l 
factor in part:icular, or group of factdrs tends to affect the 
attitudes of both parent s of athletes and pa~ents of non-at1l1etes 
.--
to any significant degree. Age is the social factor involved in 
Table XIII13 and, at first glance, it seems there is quite a 
difference in attitudes between the fathers who are in ~~e age 
braclk:et o£ 45 to 49 and those who ... are bet'i'een 50 and 54. Among 
the fathers of athletes aged 45 to 49, 71 per cent were unfavor-
abl e. When we examine the fathers of non-athletes in the same age 
bracket, however, we find that only 60 per cent Wer·e unfavorable. 
In the age bracket of 50 to 54 where 87 pe r cent of the fathe rs 
of athletes are favorable, their counterparts of the same age 
group among the fathers of non-athletes are 100 per cent unfavor-
able. It we compress the age groups into :3 main grou·ps, 35 to 
44, 45 to 54, and 55 and over, there is still no indication that 
age has any important cons is tent affect on th e attitudes of. the 
, 
t'athers. The fathers of at letes in the age group from 45 to '4 
\ 
are 58 per' cent favorable toward ath letics, whereas the fathers of 
athletes in the same age group are only 20 per cent favoraple, 
consi stent with the 33 per cent favorable attitude of the parents 
of non-athletes as a Whole. 
13Tabl e XIII, Teach ers r Scores on Total Que stionna ir e in 
Relation to Age of Fathers, p. 70. 
. , 
/ 
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TABLE XIII 
. 
. 
FATHERS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAJRE IN RELATION TO AGE OF 
FATHERS .. 
. 
. 
. 
.--Age or 
FA'IHERS OF ATHLE"ES F ATH ERS OF NON.?!; ATHLETE.§... Fathers 
65- '[83- 101- li9- i65- 83-," 101- 119-
82 100 lIS 135 ITota1 82 .100 lIS 135 To~l 
35-39 1 1 
. 
40-44 2 2 4 2 3 1 2 8 
45-49 1 9 4 14 2 4 3 1 10. 
50-54 1 7 8 1 5 .6 
55-59 1 1 2 4 1 3 3 7 
60 and 
Over 1 1 2 1 1 " , 
Total 2 14 16 32 6 16 8 ·3 33 . 
- -
. 
Percent 
or Age 01 
Fathers 
, ~5- ~69... ~Ul- i~~- ITotal 105- 83- '101- li~~-82 lIS S2 100 lIS To~1'. 
35-39 " 10no' 100.0 . 
40-44 50.0 50.0 100.0 25.0 37.5 12.5 25.0 100.0 
J~5-49 7.1 64.3 2S.6 100.0 20.0 40.0 30.0 10.0 100.0 
50-54 12.5 87.5 100.0 16.7 83.3 100.0 
55-59 25.0 25.0 5000 100.0 14.3 42.9 42.9 100.1 
60 and 
Over 50.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
1'ot.~1 i 01 i/," R SO () 100 1 JH ? ho __ S .?T: ? (] .. l 100.0 
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• In Table -xlv~4, we examine 'the occupation of the fathers 
a~ a possible social factor affecting attitudes. The professional 
... 
men, due to th.eir very small numbers in the sample (only 5 out of 
65 respondents): were includ~Jlwith the \mite collar group.; Among 
the fathers of athletes in the white collar group, 52.9 per cent 
are favorable 'Whereas their counterparts in the same occupation 
group were only 25.0 per cent favorable. Irnong the fathers of 
athletes in the blue collar group 47.1 per cent were favorable 
\<bereas the blue collar group among the fathers of non-athletes 
were .38.1 per cent favorable, quite a bit more then the 'Anite 
collar group in the same category. .Thus, the occupation of the 
father does not seem to be an important social'factor affecting 
their atti tudes. 
. 
. 
l4Table XIV, Teachers' Scores on Total Questionnaire in 
Relation to Occupation of Fathers, p. 72. 
" 
" 
" 
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, 
TABLE XIV t 
FATHERS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO OCCU\ATION 
, OF FATHERS .. 
. 
I 
-Occupation 
Of 
Fathers FATHERS OF ATHLETES FATHERS OF NON-ATHLETES 
05- [83- [101- 119- 65- 83- 101- 119-
82 100 118 135 Total 82 100 118 135 Total 
White ; 
Collar 8 9' 17 3 6 2 1 12 
Blue 
Collar 2 6 7 15 :3 10 6 2 21 
, . 
Total 2 14 16 32 6 16 8 :3 33 
" 
Percent Of \ Occupatj.on 
FATHER~ OF J, THLETES FATHERS OF NON-ATHLETES Of Father.!3 
~2- ,83- 1101- 119- 05- 83- 101- 119-82 100 118 135 Total 82 100 118 135 Total 
. 
White 
Collar 47.1 52.9 100.0 25.0 50.0 16.7 8.3 100.0 
, 
Blue r 
.Collar' 13.3 40.0 46.7 100.0 14.3 47.6 28.6 9.5 100.0 
Total 6.3 43.8 50.0 100.1 18.2 48.5 24.2 9.1 100.0 
In Table XV15 , we have considered the education of the 
father as a factor. The fathers of athletes who have completed 
high school are leas,t favorable toward athletics in all five 
l5T~bl e XV f. Fath,lrs' Scor8s on Tot a~, ~~~stj onnaire in Rcla-
t,jon to _AiuC8t on of Father~ n. h- .. 
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categpries, with a positive response of only 16.7 per cent. ThoSE 
fathers wi th more or less education are much more favorably in-
clined. Among the fathers of non-athletes 14.3 per cent of those 
1rho have cOffi)?leted high school were favorable. At first glance 
.-#-
this seems to indicate an tmportant potnt, namely that those with 
more education are less favorably inclined towards athletics. 
Hm',rever, if we take th e fathe rs of a thletes wi. th partial or com-
plete university training, we find that they are 62.5 per cent 
favorable mereas among the fathers of non-athletes, those in the 
same educational categpry are 100 per cent unfavorable toward 
athletics. The conclusion seems to be that education has not 
a great bearing on shaping the fathers attitudes toward athletics, 
whether they are fathers of athletes or non-athletes, although 
those with some high school or those who have completed high 
school are the mos t negatively incl ined. Perhaps th is gronp of 
f parents, of ""vhom only 3303 per cent are favorable, are not too 
satisfied with their status and occupation in society and want 
"tL'1eir sons to obtain a better education in order to rise in social 
strati fi cation. 
~' \. "" M e ¥t , en t? 1 .... 
't '
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TABLE XV 
FATHERS SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNATItE IN RELATION TO EDUCATION OF 
FATHERS ,. 
: 
. 
-
.- I Education 
Of Father FATHERS OF ATHLETES FATHERS OF NON-ATHLETES 
65- 83- r 101- 119- 65- 83- 101- 119:-'---
82 100 118 135 Total 82 109.-_ r1.lL 135_...1otal 
Complete 
Universi ty 1 4 5 2 2 
Some 
University 2 1 :3 1 1 2 
'. 
, 
Complete 
High School 1 4 1 6 2 4 1 7 
Some Hi,gh 
8 School 4 4 1 4 2 2 0 ~ 
Complete 
Grade School 3 4 7 1 4 5 10 
Some Grade 
School 1 2 3 1 1 1 3 . 
Total 2 14 16 32 6 16 8 ... ,33 ~ 
I 
 0 l.l  5_2
--
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, T ABLE XV (co ntinued ) 
FATHERS SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO EDUCATION OF 
Per Cent or 
Education 
or Father 
Complete 
University 
Some 
University 
Complete 
High School 
Some High 
School 
Complete 
. 
Grade Sch 001 
Some Grade 
School 
Total 
. 
. 
FAnIERS .. 
FATHERS OF ATHLETES FATHERS OF NON-ATHLETES 
165- 83- 101-119- 65- 83- 101- 11~-
82 100 118 135 Total 82 100 118 135 Total 
20.0 80.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
66.7 33.3 100.0 50.C 50.0 100.0 
I 
16.7 66.7 16.7 100.1 '28.~ 57.1 14.3 100.0 
., 
50.0 50.0 100.0 11.1 44.4 22.2 22.2 99.9 
42.9 57.1 100.0 10.C 40.0 50.0 100.0 
- "' . 
~3.3 66.7 100.0 33.3 33.3 33.3 99.9 
-, 
6.3 43.3 50.0 100.1 19.2 48.5 24.2 9.1 100.0 
, 
, 
'''Past participation in at..1-t1etics by the fathers is dealt within 
Table XVI16 as a possi ble factor in affecting their attitudes to-
ward athletics. Here, if anywhere, one \\'Ou1d tend to expect that 
participation and thus interest in athletics would be a very 
16 ' Table XVI, Fathers' Scores on Total Questionnaire in Rela-
tion to Participation of Fathers in Athletics, p. 76. 
\ 
~+~-------------------------------------------------------.., 
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i~portant factor •. Anl~ng the fathers of athletes, ithose·who have 
p~evious1y participabed in athletics are 60.0 per cent favorable, 
.. 
yet, amongthe.fathers of non-athletes ~ho have participated, onl~ 
31.6 per cent are favorable. On the other hand, among the fatherf 
---
of athletes mo have not participated in athletiCs, only 33.3 per 
'cOOt were favorable, whereas the fathers of non-athletes with no 
previous participation in athletics were 35.7 per cent favorable, 
. 
sligtl tly more than the fathers of non-athletes wi. th previous 
athletic experience. Thus, previous participation in athletics, 
. 
surpriSingly, is not an important factor in affecting the attitud-
I 
es toward athletics among the fathers. 
TABLE XVI 
FATHERS SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO PARTICIPATJDN 
OF FATHERS IN ATHI,ETICS 
Parti ci pa tj on 
Of Fathers FATHERS OF ATHLETES 
65- 83- 101- 119-
82 100 118 135 Total 
Yes $ 12 20 
No 2 6 4 12 
Total 2 14 16 32 
-
FATHERS OF NON-ATHLETES 
65- 83- 101- 119-
82 100 118 135 Total 
3 10 . 3 3 19 
3 6 5 14 
6 16 8 33 
---'----' 
Percentage 
Of Partici-
pation Of 
Fathers 
Yes 
No 
Total 
FATHERS OF ATHLETES 
165- 8,3- 101- 119-
82 100 118 135 
40.0[60.0 
16.7 50.0 33.3 
6.3 43.$ 50.0 
Total 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
FATHERS OF NON-ATRLETES 
165- 83- 101- 119-
82 100 118 1'35 Total 
15.8 52.6 15.8 15.8 100.0 
?2.4 42.9 35.7 100.0 
1$.2 48.5 24.2 9.1 100,0 
~ . 
. .. 
.. 
.. 
" 
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In Table XVIII7, we cover income as a pO$sible factor. 
The fathers of athletes are all favorably inclined toward athle-
.. 
ti cs regardle s,s of inco me wi th' the exception of thos e in th e 
$3,000 to $4,999 income gro~J~_ who are 100 per cent unfavorable. 
The fathers of non-athletes in this same income group were 33.4 
per cent favorable, ho",ever, which is almost the same as the 
average for all fathers of non-athletes, namely, 33.3 per cent. 
I 
There is no evid ence from the results of the table to indi cate 
that income, as a social factor, has any significant effect on ,the 
. 
attitudes of the fathers. There is no indication of a trend where 
f 
, 
} 
, T ABLE XVII (Conti nued ) 
FATHERS' S CORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAmE IN RELATION TO INCOr·m OF 
¥ ,FATHERS .. 
======~==~==============~========--==========~ 
, Percentage 
Of' Fath ers' 
Income FATHERS OF ATHLETES FATHERS OF NON-ATHLETES I~~- 83- 101- 119= b 5- 83- 101- 119- ------I 
_____ -+8;;.:;2-. 100 118 135 Total 82 100 118 135 Total __ 
Below $3,000 50.0 50.0 100.0 
-t3,000-
4,999 25.0 75.0 100.0 16.7 50.0 16.7 16.7 100.1 
*5,000-6,999 6.3 37.5 56.3 100.1 20.0 53.3 26.7 100.0 
*7,000-9,999 42.9 57.1 100.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 25.0 100.0 \ 
$10,000 ant 
Over 33.3 66.7 100.0 75.0 25.0 100.0' 
" '" 
---
, 
Total 6.3 43.8 50.0 100.1 18.2 48.5 24.2 9.1 100.0 
Table XVIII18 deals wi th nationality as a social facto,r,. 
. . 
.Among the fathers of athletes, all had favorable attitudes tow~d 
athletics with the exception of those of Italian extraction,'who 
were 83.3 per cent unfavorable. Among these fathers, the ~ngl~sh 
and French were the most favorable wi th 60.0 per cent and 66.7 per 
coot respectively. Among the fathe rs of non-athletes, however, 
only 26.7 per cent of t..'1 e Eng}. ish were favorabl e and 33.3 per cent 
" 
-------
, 
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\) o,~ the. French. The:Ita1ian fathers of non-athlet~s are the most, 
:i 
!I ' f:avorable with 50.0 per cent being so, quite different from the 
.. 
Italian fathez:s of athletes. Thus, again the nationality of the 
fathers does not seem to be ~_decisive factor in affecting their 
-
attitudes toward athletics. 
, 
TABLE XVIII 
FATHERS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO NATIONALITY 
. OF FATHERS 
========~==--=====--======--===.==--~=======--================~ 
Fathers t 
Nationalit FATHERS OF ATHLETES FATHERS OF NON-ATHLETES 
6"- 83- 101- 119- 0"- 83-· 101- 119- I $2" 100 11st..ll2. Total $2- 100 118 !li.. Total 
English-
Iri sh-Scotch 
French 
Italian 
Other 
Total 
Percentage 
Of Fathers 
2 
2 
-
6 9 
1 2 
5 1 
2 4 
-14 16 
-
15 
3 
6 
8 
32 
i 
3 
1 
2 
6 
8 
3 
2 
3 
16 
3 
2 
2 
1 
8 
1 
2 
15 
6 
4 \ 
8 
33 , 
Nationa1it~ FATHERS OF ATHLETES FATHERS OF NON-ATHLETES 
65- 83- 101-119- t?5- 83- TIO'!- 119- :. 
________ ~8~2~~~10~0~+~1~18~-~1~3~5~T-o~ta=1~~8~2_+~1~0~0~=1~1~8~1~.3~5~T.o-ta~-l~-, 
English-
Irish-Scotch 
French 
Italian 
40.0 60.0 
33.3 66.7 
83.3 16.7 
Other 25.0 25.0 50.0 
100.0 20.0 53.3 20.0 6~7 160.0 
100.0 16.7 50.0 33.3 100.0 
100.0 50.0 50~0 100.0 
100.0 25.0 37.5 12.5 25.0 100.0 
---------+--~---+"--~--~-----~--~----+---~--.~----~ Total 6.3 43.$ 50.0 100.0 18.2 4$.5 24.2 9.1 100.0 
_________ .:-_.-I... __ -4-._..J.. __ '-,_ol--_-+--_~_"'--___ I 
f 
~ 
1 
t 
i 
I 
: 
I ; 
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The birthplace of the father, as examined in Table lIX19, 
. ~s a possible social factor af.fecting attitudes. Among the fath-
.. 
ers of athlet.es, both the Canadian born and the foreign born "",ere 
50.0 per cent favorable. The fathers of non-athletes Who 'are 
.---
Canadian born were 35.8 per cent favorable as compared to a low 
28.6 per cent favorable among the foreign born. In neither case 
is there any indi cation that place of birth affects attitudes to-
. 
ward athletics, although'if anything, the Canadian born fathers, 
taken as a total group, were slightly more favorable with 42 per 
oent than t~e foreign bornfatherp ~th 40 per cent giving 
favorable responses. 
TABLE XIX 
FATHERS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO BIRTHPLACE' 
OF FATHERS 
Fathers' 
Birthplace FATHERS OF ATHLETES 
165- 83- 101. 119-
82 100 118 135 Total 
Canada 12 12 24 
. 
Other 2 2 4 8 
-Total 2 14 16 32 
-
Percentage 
Of Fath ers t 
Birthplace FATHERS OF ATHLETES 
165- 83- 101- 119-
82 100 " 118 135 Total 
Canada 50.0 5000 100.0 
Other 25.0 25.0 50.0 100 0 0 
Total 603 ll.J. $ 50.0 100.1 
FATHJm.§..;.9J'- NON-ATHLETES ' .. 
65- 83- 101- 119-
82 100 118 135 Total 
. 
4 13 63 ~6 
2 3 2 '7 
6 16 8 3 33 
FATHERS OF NON- ATHLETES 
,65- 83- 101- 119-
82 100 lIB 135 Total 
14.2 50.0 23.1 1207 100.0 
28.6 42.9 28.6 100.1 
- -18 02 11-$.5 24.2 9.1 100.0 
,...----_ ...... _-------------------.... " 
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Atter havin$ analyzed the attitudes of the fa.thers or 
, 
~thlete3 and non ... ath.':letes according to the seven social factors, 
there seems ~ be no indication·from the results that anyone 
factor has a great importance in affecting the fathers attitudes • 
. -- ~ 
The occupation, the past participation in athletics and the birth-
place of the father eli d not seem to be so ci al factors \-bich had a 
consistent affect on attitudes toward athletics nor did the 
social factors of age, income, nationality and education. Among 
th e fathers of athletes, however, there were certain interesting 
, 
contrasts that appeared in the responses. Among the fathers of 
athletes in the age group of 45 to 49, the favorable response to 
, , 
athletics was only 28.6 per ,cent which is in sharp contr~st to 
, 
all of the oth er age groups among the fathers of athletes, who 
were all at least 50 per cent favorable. Italian fathers of 
athletes were very unfavorable toward athletics with ·only 16.7 
per cent giving favorable responses. This differs sharply from 
the 50 percent favorable responses of the total group of f.athers 
. 
of athletes. The fathers of athletes who had completed high .~ 
school, eave only 16.7 per cent favorable responses toward 
athletics Wlich is quite low compared to the responses of ,fathers 
of athletes wi. th grea'ber or lesser education. Among'the fathers 
of athletes in: the.'wage·'bracket from '$3,OOO:':to $4,999; there were 
none' ",bo',.gave favorable responses, 'tlich is quite different from 
the responses of the fathers of athletes in the other inrome 
brackets. In none of the four particular situations citcid was 
d ( t' to' t if "d $ « f 1 ) h *"'. t 
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there the same corresponding contrast Wl en "t.'1. e responses of th e 
fathers of non-athletes were studiedo Since the results were so 
" 
's¥ " ' zI' 
inconclusive, .no social factor could be singled out as affecting 
in a signifi cant way the a t:t.j. tudes toward athleti cs of fathe rs of 
athletes and non-athleteso 
.' SroDENTS' I 
" • The last main group of respondents to the questionnaire 
are thE studen..ts, both athletes -and non-athletes. The athletes, 
it will be remembered, gave the most favorable :response to' the 
.--
questionnaire w"ereas the non-athletes, belonging to the same 
. 
adolescent sub-culture rut occupying a vastly different ,role with-
in it, indicated the most unfavorable responses although their 
mean scar e was very slightly higtler than the teachers. 
The age of the students as a possibl e social factor 
affecting attitudes is present ed in Table :x:x20 • Among the 
athletes there 'does not seem to be any trend indi cated. Among 
those \tho are 16, only SO.O percen~ gave favorable responses 
-mereas among those one year older, 90.0 per cent were favorably \ 
inclined. The 18 year old athletes were 66.6 per cent favorable 
but the 19 year olds were 80 per cent favorable. Among the non-, 
athletes there 1s a very interesting trend. As a non-athlete gets 
older his favorableness toward athletics increases very gra'wa11y • 
. 
'~en he is 16, he is 100.0 per cont*unfavorab1y disposed Whereas 
by the time he 1s 19, he is 44.4 per cent favorably disposed. 
Perhaps, as he gets older, the non-athlete becomes aware of the 
real status system in the school, and is not quite as satisfied 
\la. th his role as a student, and its long-range goals of academic 
20Tabl e XX, Students f Score::l on Total Questionnair 0 in Rela-
tion to Age of Students, p. 85. 
I 
I j 
1 
! 
! 
$uecees. Perhpps 11. longs for ate'll ot the soeial'advantagee that, 
, . 
the athletes .genera~ly enjoy, and the satisfying relationships 
.. 
that formerly were not quite as important to him~ 'The 16 year old 
• i 
students, both athletes and non-athletes, are lowest in their 
,--
respective groups in favorableness toward athletics Which perhaps 
indicates a lack of' awareness on their part of the sta.tus struct-
ure in the school, and perhaps also that the youngest have not 
felt the full pressure of the adolescent sub-cultur e. Since at 
least among the athletes there is no corresponding increasing, 
trend toward a favorable attitude, age does not seem to be that 
important a factor for all students as a group, although it doe s 
" 
seem to 'have an importance among the non-athletes, taken separat-
ely. The older ages of the hign school boys, especially 19 and 
20, are explained by the tact that there are 5 years of high 
school in tm Ontario system of eciu cati on. 
., 
~ .. -------.............. --.,"'_. -" ........ _ ......... ----..... , ..................... _--'-' --,._' ..... '-_."""' . .-.......... -...-_--
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TABLE XX 
STUDENTS' TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO AGE OF STUDENrS 
.. 
. 
- .-
" 
Students 
Age ATHLETES -- NON-ATHLETES 
165- 83- 101- 119- 65- 83- ! 101- 119- I 
82 100 118 135 Total 82 100 1118 135 ITot:l 
16 1 1 2 4 
17 . 1 9 10 7 2 9 
18 4 7 1 12 6 2 8 
19 2 7 1 10 1 4. 4 0 
20 and I ~~~ Over 1 2 1 
- '--' '-
I 
, 
Total 8 24 2 34 2 23 9 ! 31~ , 
-
_. 
percentagJ 
Of Students 
Age 
-65- 83- 101- 119- 65- 83- 101- 119-
82 100 ~lL 1l2... Total 82 100 118._ J ~ C\ Total 
--
i-=-=L-<'.-
--.. --
16 50.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 10.0.0 
17 1000 90.0 100 0 0 77.8 2202 100.0. 
'18 33.0 58.3 8.3 99.9 75.0 25.0 100.0 
19 20.0 70.0 10.0 100.0 ,11.1 44.4 ,h. 41 99 • ? I 
20 and 
OYer 25.0 50.0. 25 0 0 ~ __ ~O.O_j 
Total 23.5 70.6 5.9 10000 5.9 67.6 26~5l 100 00 
. ' .-~- I 
I t:.. _____________________________ -.,._ ... : 
~. ________ . --- ......... • ...... ·--..rt .... · ............. *_ ......... __ ........... _ ...... ' ..... _'?:: ...... ',  ___ " ___ , ...... ' ' ..... ' __ ...... -' ......... -..----
'r 
6 5I
~
-. '-I---' 
--
16
~L <'._ 
44 4 .
,
c
$6 
The gradee obttrlned by the stud ent s on the previous 
year's June examination asa possible factor influencing attitu-
,-
des is examined in Table XXI21; Among th e ath,letes, thos e 'Ytho 
I 
obtained first-class honors 75 per cent or over, eave 100 ~er ce~tl 
favorable responses toward athletics, ,.,hereas among the non- I 
athletes, thos e with low marks from 50 per cent to 59 per c~ t, 
which is barely a passing mark in the Ont ario sys tern, were the 
most favorable among the non-athletes '''lith 44 'Oer cent favorable 
responses. It is very interesting to note that exactly 50.0 per 
cent of the athletes had obtained eithe r first or second class 
honors, \-h.ile there were a bit fewer among the non-at-hletes, only 
/"'4.1 per cento The old D.nd strone;ly entrenched op:i.nion tilat 
athletes never produce as 't'lell academically as the non-athletes,' 
does not seem to be strongly substantiated in this particular 
case. Among the stud-ents grouped according to the grades th ey 
obtained, there is no one £;roup 'Ymich is equally favorable or 
unfavorabl eo 
2lTable XXI, Students' Scores on Total Cuestior.n:~ire in 
Relation to Grc-:des of Students, po $7. 
I i 
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TABLE XXI 
STUDENTS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTION!UIRE IN RELATION TO GRADES OF 
. 
-
Students 
Grades ATHLETES 
165- 83- 101-
82 100 118 
Failure 0 
50-59% 3 7 
60-65% 1 6 
66-74% 4 5 
75-and 
Over 6 
Total st;;: 
I . Percentage 
Of Student1s 
Grades 
165- 83- 101-
82 100 .118 
Failure 
59-59% 30.0 70.0 
'; 
60-65% 14.3 85.7 
66-74% 4000 50 .0 
7~ . I )-8.no I 
lover I 85.7 
Fotal I 1 23.5/70.6 
I 
STUDENTS .• 
.~~-
NON-ATH 
119- 65- 83- 101-
135 To~a1 82 100 118 
2 
10 1 4 4 
7 1 6 1 
1 10 
'+ 2 
1 7 7 ,., ~ 
i-. 
-
2 34 2 23 , 9 
- -
" 
119- 65- 83- 101-
135 Total 8;: J.OO 118 
100.0 
100.0 11.1 44.4 4h.4 
100.0 12.5 75eO 12.5 
10.0 100.0 66.7 3303 
)) •• 3 100.~ 77.$ ,.,,., .... ::] 5.9 100.0 5.167.6 
• I 
• 
'STES 
11o~--
115 'Total I 
2 
. 
9 
8 
6 
I 0 .; 
34 
119-
135 'rotell 
100.0 
99.9, 
100.0 
100.0 
100.,0 
100 0 0 
I 
, 
! 
! 
I 
"1 
I 
~----------------------------------------I 
:
:-
,
,  
r--" 
I 
)
0 0
J./+o  lOO' ~:J 
' I 
)~'Total
JJr. 
), 
j 
1 
I 
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The' student's area of residence is next: considered as a 
~ssible factor in Table XXII 22 • Here among both athletes and 
~ .. '# , 
non-athletes, those who resid e outside the ci ty are a lifttle less 
favorable toward athletics than their urban counterparts. The 
.--- -
athletes, however, from outside the city are still strongly 
'. favorable toward a.thletics with 66 0 7 per cent indi cati·ng a favor-
able response Whereas only 11.1 per cent of the non-athletes from 
outside the city gave favorable responses. The better developed 
athletic programs in the city schools might partially account for 
1 the greater favorableness among both athletes and non-athletes' 
t from th e city. 
I 
, 
, 
22Table XXII, Students f Scores on Total (~estionnaire in 
Relation to Area of Residence of Students, p. $9. 
, 
'" 
I 
l 
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TABLE XXII 
S'tUDENTS' SCORES ON T.OTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO AREA OF 
RESIDENCE OF STUDENTS .. 
~--
ATHLETES NON-ATHLETES 83- 101- 119- Tot-a -+1-""'65:""_- . 83- 101- :;;-'11:;-'. 9~·_-r-----=----i 
100 118 l~.Lr1.ot al-+f-_8;;..;;2::..-+-=1;;..;O;...;;O'""'"-+1=1;;..;8--+,;;;;;;13 .... 5~~~T..;:;,.ot;;..;a=1;..._--t-
6 20 2 28 
2 4 6 
2 15 
8 
$ 
1 
?5 
9 
--------r-~~--r---~·---~----~---r----~--·+_--·_+-------~ 
$ 24 2 34 2 23 9 34 
~~---~--~---~-----~--~----~---~-------------
65- 83- 101- 119-ay.:- 101- 119-
100 118 !l2- Total 82 100 11$ 115 TQ.&!L_ 
21.4 71.4 7.1 99.9 
33.3 66.7 100.0 
8.0 60.0 32.0 
88.9 11.1 
100.0 
100.0 
-----------r---.-r---_+----~--+---~+---~---+--.--+---_+------~ 
. 
23.5 7016 5.9 100.0 5.9.67.6 26.5 100.0. 
--------~--~---~----~--~--·~~---~---~--~---~-----f---I 
The amount of time that a stui ent takes to get to and 
from school is examined in Table XXIII23 as a possible social 
factor affecting atti tudes toward athletics. Surprisingly enough, 
among the at 1etes, $0.0 per cent of those who had to travel 46 
23Table XXIII, Students' Scores on Total Questionnaire in 
Relation to Travel Time of Students, p. 90-91. 
" . 
I 
.-:':lti 
"' -
m:!.nutes and over, were favorable to· .... ard athletics. These 'l)oys 
mus t have had very strong involvement s in a thletics, and were 
'~lling to make the sacrifice of stayine after school for 
practices, missing their bus, and hitchhiking home. The non-
athletes, 8e per cent of whom took less than 30 minutes to travel 
, 
to and from school were still strongly unfavorable toward athlet-
ics. Time spent tra.velling to and from sch 001 doe s not seem to 
be an impo"rtant factor affecting attitudes tONard athletics. 
I 
TABLE XXIII 
STUDENTS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO TRAVEL 
TI1c1E OF STUDENTS 
__________ .-----------------------~--------------------------I 
ATHLETES NON-AThLETES 
65- 83-' 101- 1f~--- 65- 1 83- r 101-rl19- f 
__ . __ +e~2 __ ._i_.100 lIe l..l2.J-TQ.12a1:_.§..g. 110o_118 i,135 :Tct al 
15 llinutes I T Ii; 
Students 
Travel 
Time 
and Und er 2 13 1 16 1 9 I h:· 14 
I 
16 minut es 
6 to 3.0 ml. nJt es 4 1 11 1 11 
31 minute 
4 16 
to 45 minutes 1 1 2 1 1 
46 minut es 
and Over 1 4 5 2 
, 
I 
--
I 
-
'TotaJ. 8 24 2 34. I 
2 23 I 91 34-1 i. ! i :, i I _____'--_!--_..:...-__ ~ __ _A_ _ ~'___..L_._._J.. __ .;;_.-_1-----.• 
$ 
,
__ ~--- --- --- ---- ~--- ---- --- --- _ ---
, 
1~, ' - -  r 1 -! 
_
_ __ +=e:..::;2;... I-.::;:.lO~O~..:::1::;1;:.;::$~=1 .2 TQ.12a1_ ~~2 0  ; t
.- '---'T I r :  lli tef: 
nd
, l ~t ~
i ~ 
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TABtE XXIII (contfnu~d) 
, , 
'STUDENTS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO TRAVEL 
~IME OF STUDENr S .. 
---
-----
.- • 
PercentagJ 
of Student s 
Travel Time ~0~5-~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~' ATHLETES NON- ATHLETES __ I"""--83- 101- 119- 05- 83- 101- 119-, . 
. ,. 
82 lQQ... J).8 135 Total 82 100 ll~ 135' 'l'ot a1 __ 
15 Minutes 
and Under, 
16 minutes 
to 30 minut es 
31 minuteJ 
to 45 minutes 
46 minutes 
and Over 
Total 
12.5 
36.4 
~.O 
20.0 
23.5 
81.3 6.3 
54.5 9.1 
~.O 
$0.0 
70.6 5.9 
100.1 7.1 64.3 2$.6 100.0 
100.0 6.3 68.8 25.0 100.1 
. 
100.0 50.0 50 .0 100.0 
100.0 100.C 100.0 
-
, 
100.0 5.9 67.6 26.5 100.0 
.- .. _-
--
The possibl.e effect of the father's incom~ on his son's 
. 
attitude to~rd athletics is studied in Table XXIV24. Of the 
athletes, mose fathers earn less than $5,000, all of them., 100 
per ~ent, were favorable toward athletics, whe reas among the non-
athletes Wlose fathers were in the same income bracket, only 33.3 
per cent were favorable. When comparing the athletes and the non-
athletes, according to thi 5 so cia 1 factor, nam ely fathers' inco I!le, 
there is no income bracket where the sons are even close to agree-
I· 
ment as far as their attitudes are concerned. Among the athletes 
, .. _---
2lt.Tablc XXIV, Stud ent.s, Scores on Totol Questionnaire in 
Relation to Fathers Income, p. 92-93. 
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whose £athers earn'$7,OOO or more, there is a high degree of 
fav or abiIi ty, 85.7 per cent 't':here the fathers income is 4>7, ooe to 
,. 
$9,999 and 69.6 per cent ~~erethe futhers income is $10,000 and 
\ 
overo Among the non-athletes whose father's income is from $7,000 
... -
to $9,999, 100 per cent of the non-athletes eave unfavorabie re-
sp onses, however, the non-athletes ~h. ose father's income i1'aS 
$10,000 and over, i"ere 3303 per cent favorably inclined to,'l?rd 
athletics 0 In this particular study it vlould appear that the 
fath er t s income, vlhj.ch is, along wi th educati on and occupCl.tion, 
important indic ator of class in the corr.munity so cial stratifica-
tion system, appears to have little effect on the attitudes that 
student s have toward athleticso 
TABLE XXIV 
STUDENTS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO FATHERS 
INCOME 
, 
~ 
I 
'I 
---------T-------------------------r.----------------~------------I Students 
Fa th er' s ATHLETES NON- ATH LETES".._.,-__ 
Income 165- 83- 101- 119- 65- 83- 101- 119-1 ' 
____ ..;.;$;;;,.;2~-,lQO 118 13 5Tet al: _ _ ~ 100 lIS 135 \ Total_--t-
2 2 1 1 
5 5 5 I 
6 10 1 17 1 11 16 
7 1 2 3 
, 
 
--------- ------------------------- .------------------------------  
r S 
6 1~ --~' -,--
+$; ;...2~_lQ l ota~ _ ' t l_--+
, 
Below 
$3,000 
1.3 ,000-
·~4, 999 
1/, C 000 r,J),· -
~;i:6, 999 
L~7, 000-
i~9,999 1 6 
PIC,OOO and I 
,Over I. 1 1 1 3, 4;: I ,6 i 
h;:::C1-;;;;:;:P;;: __ l==;::;_;;;..;==I=_:;;;;:;;;;o;;:;;..' i;;1, ;;;;;2;;;;;4~=w;;.:,",;;;:;_,::';;:'=' ._;;.;:;;3.=:.:4:;;;.:;;;:_::::I~~;:J,_ 22. [~::_-".<~-J 
• 
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-TAm,E XXIV (continued~ 
~TUDENTS' SCORES ON' TOTAL QUESTIONNAtRE IN RELATION TO FATHERS 
INCOME -
--------~--------------,--------~---------------------------I I Percentage 
of Students 
Father's 
Income 
-
---
ATHLETES NON-ATHLETES 
165- 83~ 101- 119- 65- 83- 1101-119-
82 100 lH~ 135 Total 82 100 118 135 Tot al 
Below 
. $3,000 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
!3,000-
;,p4,999 100.0 100.0 62. 37 .~ 100.0 
*5,000-
.6,999 35.3 5$.8 5.9 100.0 6.3 68.8 25.( 100.1 
*7,000-
9,999 14.3 85.7 100.0 33.3 66.7 100.0 
" 
'l-$10,000 
and Over 33.3 '33.3 33.3 99.9 66.7 33.3 100.0· 
Total 23.5 70.6 5.9 100.0 . 5 0 0./ 67.6 26.5 100.0 
- -- -
The nationality of the student's father as a soc~a1 
factor affecting attitudes is dealt with in Table XXV25 • The 
, 
> 
\ 
. 
athletes, those whose fathers were of German or Central European 
stock, gave the most positive responses to the questionnaire, 87.5 
percent being favorable whereas the most favorable responses 
among the non-athlet7s, came from those whose fathers were of angl 
Anglo-Saxon or Irish stock wi th 33.3 per cent. of these non-atbletes 
25Table XXV, Students' Scores on Total Questionnaire in Rela-
tion to Fa.thers Nationality, po 94-95. 
). 
l 
.; \ 94 
Jiving favorable responses •. Among the Italia'n fathers 'and their 
cithlete oons there a"9pears to be quite a conflict. The Italia.n 
i 
~ 
:flathers of atllletes were stronr).y unfavorable toward athletics 
"Ahereas 71.4 per cent of thei_r sons gave favorable responses • 
. -- . 
Among the non-athletes, however, with Italian fathers, the reverse 
is true, with the sons 100 per cent unfavorab1.e rut the fathers 
were 50 pe r cent favorabl e. The na tiona1i ty of the fathers doe s 
not appear to have any strong affect on the attitudes of the 
students as a group. The students, whether they have Anglo-Saxon, 
French, Italian or Central European fathers, have attitudes to-
ward athletics that are very co nsistent with th eir roles as 
athlete and non-athlete in the adolescent sub-culture or soci ety. 
, 
STUDENTS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATI€>N TO FATHERS. 
NATIONALITY 
. 
-- -
StudEmts'c , i .. -'~l-
Father.' s ATHLEI'ES NON-ATH LETES 
Nationali ty65- 83- 101- 119- 65- 83- 101- 119- . 
• 82 100 118 135 T~al 82 100 118 .-!22_ Total 
I 
English-Irish-
, 
Scotch 4 10 ll" 2 10 6 18 
French' 1 ) 1 5 4 1 5 
Italian 2 5 7 4 4 
Other 1 6 1 8 5 2 7 
--
Total 8 24 2 34 2 23 9 34 
I ~ 
I 
J 
I 
j 
I 
! 
I 
I 
! 
. 
I j 
, 
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TABtE XXV (eontinued' 
STUDENTS' SCORES ON TOT At QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO FATHERS 
, NATIONALITY" , 
Percentage .-
of Students 
Father's I 
Nationality 
05-
82 Total 
English-In sh-
28.6 11.1 55.6 Scotch 71.4 100.0 33.3 100.0 
French 2010 60.0 20.0 100.0 80.0 20.0 100.0 ' 
Italian 28.6 71.4 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Other 12.575.0 12.5 100.0 71.4 28.6 100.0 
Total 23.5 70.6 5.9 100.0 5. 67.6 26.5 100.0 
The birthplace of the student's father is next consider-
ed in Table XXVI26 as a possible social factor affecting the 
stuient's attitudes. 73.9 per cent of the athletes, whose fathers 
were born in Canada, gave favorable responses,whereas the .. 
athletes ~ose fathers were foreign born, gave a.higher responee 
with 81.8 per cent of these athletes being favorable. The non-
. ( ath letes wilos e fa.thers were born in Canada gaverespons es that 
1 
were 29.6 per cent fa.vorable whereas the non-athletes "hose 
fathers "rere foreign born ga.ve responses tha t were only 14.3 per 
~ent favorable toward athletics. Thus, the father's place of 
26Table XXVI, Students Scores on Total Quostionnaire in Rela-
tion to Fathers Birtholace • 960 ",¥!."" 
1 
. ! 
1 
\ 
, 
j 
i 
birth does not seem to have any important affedt on the stui ant's .. 
. 
: attitudes toward the athletics. 
TABLE ,XXVI 
STUDENTS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO FATHERS 
·-BIRTH PLA CE 
========~==:=== :===========~======================~ 
Students 
Father's 
Birthplace . ATHLETES 
165- 83- 101- 119-
NON-ATHIETES 
--
, 65- 83- 101- 119-
________ ~8~2~,~1=0~+1~1~8~1~.3~2~~-~~~-~-~~~~=-~~~ Total 82 100 118 135 _ TotaL_ 
Canada 
Other 
Total 
6 16 
2 8 
8 24 
1 
1 
2 
23 
11 
34 
-
1 18 8 
1 5 1 
-
2 23 9 
=-----
Percentage 
of Student s 
Father's I 
BirthplacEr-._"",ATHLETES NON-ATHLETE~. 
27 
7 
34 
--r 
b5- 83 - 101- 119- 65- 83- 101- 11~-
____ +-8.;;.;,2--+...,;;;1:;.;;.0~0~1=1;..;;;.$~1=.3,....:;5_+T;;..;;o;...;;;t~al~....;;82~. _ 100 118 1.3 5 Tot al 
Canada 
Other' 
26.1 69.6 4.3 100.0 3.7 66.7 29.6 100.0 
18.2 72.7 9.1 100.0 14.3 71.4 14.3 100.0 
~ 
---------r--~--.~--~~--+_----#_~-~--~~---+_--_+_------~ 
Total 23.5 70.6 5.9 100.0 5.9 67.6 26.5 100.0 
The student's friendship patterns are treated in Table 
XXVII 27 as possible social factors affp-cting their attitudes. It 
is imnedia te1y evident and not entirely unexpected, that none of 
27Tab1e XXVII, Stud ent s' Scores on Total r~uestionnair e in 
Helation to Students Friendship Patterns, p. 98 0 
I 
I 
I 
1. 
I 
i 
, ; 
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the athle tes had 3 best friends mo, were non-athletes but many 
\chose all three from the athlete group mile all the non~athletes 
,- l' 
counted at least one athlete among their best friends. Arl~lfg th e 
I 
athletes, those mo have three athletes as best friends, gave re-
,.-
sponses tha t were 75.0 per cent favorabl e, thos e 'who had two ath-
letes and one non-athlete as best friends were 68.8 per cent fa ..... or 
abl e to a thleticso Whereas, somewhat surprisingly, thos e \ri th tvo 
non-athletes and one athlete as best friends gave 100 per cent 
favorable responses tOl'lard athletics. Among the non-athletes, 
there was quite a different trend. The non-ath letes Wl 0 had con-
sidered th ree athletes as their best friends gave responses too t ' 
were 100 per cent favorable toward athletics. The non-athletes 
'Vb 0 had til ree non-athletes as th eir best friends gave responses ' 
that were 100 per cent unfavorable and two out of these five boys 
,. gave very unfavorable responses (below 83) toward athletics, 
, I This is an important point, for it would seem tha t the se five boys 
who were non-nth Ie tes, had cut themsel Vet off from c los e frierxi ship 
patterns with any a thletes and were unanimous in thei r negati-"fe 
attitud es toward athletics. It W)uld Itppear that friendship 
pattern s as a so cia 1 fact or are very important in forming or r9-
fleeting attitudez toward athletics, for the non-athletes, but 
f.tl1l0ng the athletes, those ~ho <3re most favorably incl ined to\",ard 
athletics are those who have two out of three of tileir best friend~ 
\In 0 are non-athletes and thus, for them it is not as importm t a 
factor. 
,. 
• .... " .... " ... " ~~ ... ·.,e , , 
_ '!d'I:+' Itt· atta' .. · ... • tnS," *¥*9?l!:triV~;1fh¥ittfetnQr·+H j1.$1iHa .. ....s;r.;;Jt'!ti'it?f/;H:..rl'tit;ij'@l$rlt._:!Ir\iH'S_~#id,~;.;:t1''t¥i# 
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~. TABLE. XXVII ',", 
I 
~1 
STUDENTS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELAT':t:ON TO STUDENTS , FRIE~~SHIP PATTERNS ... 
.1 
. 
-
Student s I • , . . --
Friendshil 
Patterns ATHLETES NON-ATHLETES 165- 83- 101- 119- 65':;; . 83- 101- 119-82 100 113 135 Total 82 100 J18 135 Total 
:3 Athlete~ . 3 8 1 12 3 3 
3 Non-
Athletes 2 3 5: 
2 Athletef: 
-1 Non-
Athlete '5 11 16 5 2 7 
2 Non-
Athletes \ 1 Athlete 5 1 6 15 4 19 
Total 8 24 2 34 2 23 9 34 
--- -
-
Percentage 
of Student s 
Friendshi:r: 
Patterns ATHLETES NON- ATH LETES . 65- 83- 101- 119- ,65- 83- 101- 119- • . 82 100 118 ill Total 82 100 11$ 1'3'5 Total ':_ 
-3 Athletes 25.0 66.7 8.3 100.0 100.0 100.0 
.' 3 Non-
Athletes 40.0 60.0 . 100.0 
2 Athletes 
-1 Non-Athl ~te 31.3 68.8 100.1 71 .. 4 28.6 100.0 
2 Non-
Athletes. - I 
1 Athlete 83.) 16.7 100.0 78.9 21.1 100.0 
-
-, 
-
-
Total 23.5 70.6 5.9 100.0 5.9 67.6 "6 5 /., . 100 •. 0 
-
- --
... -
-
-' 
t t* ,., 1 • i •• ' e6o%; tbri' .tfft,," -., 'b 
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The beet friend of the student respondent s, is examined 
,~, \~\' 
as a possible social factor affecting their attitudes to.\'mrd 
... '. ,""S', '~ 
athletics in Table XXVIII2$0 The athletes who conside~ a non-
athlete to be their best friend gave responses tha t were ioo per 
cent favorable, whereas the athletes with athletes as be~t friends 
indi cated responses tha t were only 6$ per cent favor able. The 
non-athletes on tre other hand WlO had athletes as best friends 
gave responses that were 40 per cent favor able toward athleti cs 
and the non-athlet~s mo considered non-athletes to be th eir best 
frierrls were only 20.$ per cent favorably inclined in their 
atti tudes toward athletics. Thus, the best friend that a student 
has does not seem to be an important factor in determining his 
attitudes toward athletics. 
" 
28Table'XXVIII, Students' Scores on Total Questionnaire in 
Relation to Students Best Friend, p. 100 0 
\ 
,,' : . . .' 
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TABLE XXVIII 
STUDENTS' SCORES ON TOTAL QUESTIONNAIRE IN RELATION TO STUDENTS 
BEST FRIEND . .... . 
Students 
Best 
Friend 
Athlete 
Non-
Athlete 
Total 
. 
b5-
82 
-
-
.--
ATHI .. ETES 
83- 1101- !i5§-100 118 
8 16 1 
1 
8 24 2 
-
----..--
-- - -
NON-ATHLETES 
b5- 83- I01- 111~- ' 
Total 82 100 lIS 135 Total 
-
25 6 4 10 
9 2 17 5 24 
34 2 23 9 34 
========~===-=.---~===-==--===--==~~~==~==== ============±===~===I 
Percen tag] 
of Stu dentls 
Best Friend 
Athlete 
Non-
Athlete 
Total: 
j"'6~5--
82 
AT 
83-
100 
32.0 
23.5 
LETES 
101-
118 
64.0 
88.9 
70.6 
119-
IlL Total 
4.0 100.0 
. 
11.1 100.0 
-
5.9 100.0 
~~~TI!LETES \ 
65- 83- 101~ 119-
eL- 100 lIe 135 Total . 
60.0 40.0 100.0 
. 
8.3 70.8 20.8 99.9 
5.9 67.6 26.5 100.Q 
- - -
After analyzing the table s dealing with the nine social 
factors tha t migp, t affect the attitudes of student s toward 
athletics it must be concluded that no single social factor of the 
nine that were covered in the quostionnaire, are important factors 
affecting th e stud ent T s attitudes toward ath letic s. Neverth eless, 
there were some relatively important trend s that mould be menti on 
ad. The youngest student s, the sixteen year olds, had the most 
'I 
b tt d'ttitri'y4>td.-. 'h ;·',,,,.,W'k:,tcttt 
'"r~ "1." ": 0.,':' " '~"'''--:'\_ . . \".-;;,.~-.:.z!,,'}~ 
~Stdln_".·"":"· ·lj~;M~.y;;Q{'.'$·fr""htb'itt £{,1:Jiil'~&'" 
I 
\ 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
! 
\ 
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• 
, unfavorabl e attitudes toward athletics. For non-athletes, there 
" " ' .I . ~ 
was a very gradual! trend toward a favorable attitude. toward 
.. 
athletics as th ey gre~{'{ older •. Athletes with high grades were very 
. 
favorable, whereas among the non-athletes those with the lowest 
..--
• grades were the most favor ab1 e. It is to be noted tha.t 50 per 
cent of the athletes obtai ned fi rst or second class honors while 
slightly fewer non-athletes, 44.1 per cent, earred one or t\\1O 
class honors. The students who reside outside the city t~nd to be 
sligh tly less favor able toward athletics than the boys in the 
city. The athletes \\ho had to spend 46 minutes and over in 
travelling time were 80 per cent favorable toward athletics. This 
indicates intense desire and motivation on their part consid ering 
the sacrifices they have to make. The father's income, nationaJ!-
ity and birthplace seemed to have very little affect on their· 
son's attitudes. The Italian athletes differed very sharply ~th 
their fathers thus indi eating quite a conflict between parent and 
chi1d~ These Italian boys wanting to be accepted and appreciated 
• • by the other boys, realized perhaps far better than their parents 
that athletics was the best way to achieve this recognitj.on. 
There also appears to be a very interesting relationship between 
the friendship patterns and the best friend choices of the non-
athletes and the attitude the non-athletes have toward athletics. 
The more friends they have among athletes, and the more often their 
best friend is an ath.1ete, the more favorable are the attitudes 
of the non-at.'1letes toward athleticso 
•• i 
I II 
I 
I 
'I 
j 
~ , 
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CHAPTER V ~ 
CONCLUSIONS 
-
At the very outset of th:i.s research, the following basic 
theoretical assumptions were made M1ic:h guided the methodological 
approach qnd the evaluation of the data obtained from the 
questionnaire. Any particular social system, which is made up of 
interrelated roles, is affected by the changing pressures and. 
needs of the overall socie~ in which it is found. The people ~no 
perform the various interrelated roles in the ~stem, in this 
instance, a school system, are influenced in varying degrees, in 
\ 
their attitudes, behavior, goals and even values 'by the roles 
,\,mich they perform and by the pressur es and demands of society on 
the school system taken as a mole. Those ''Tho play the role or' 
teacher, student or parent in the school, have certain ex~ecta­
tions concerning the se roles, and play their own particular role 
according to th ese expe ctations, bearing very much in mind \-That 
other people, both inside nnd outside the school sys tern, expect of 
these roles. The ",,;hole J"lroblem of consensus of role exneetation 
has not been ignored by the writer ~'lho ass tUned for the present 
study only, the, t the re was general agreement about \vhat 'vas 
expected of teach ers, sttrl ent s· and parent s in th e Behool struetur~ 
l03 
T~e people Who perform these roles dev~~op attitudes and behavior 
~tterns, sometimes almost unconsciously, which are in keeping 
'l ~ 
With the role ,they play in the school structure. Itiwas(elt, 
hOi-'1ever, at least at the begi_nning of the research, t,m t the 
~~ .. -
atti tudes toward athleti cs were not so much a function of the 
general roles played in the school but were rather a functi. on of 
specialized social conditions and past experience influencing each 
role. The variatio~s in attitudes mich would occur wi.. thin each 
mai n role, would be related to social factors such as age, educa-
. 
tion, nationality, income and previous experience in athletics. 
The following conclusions, based on an evaluation of the 
responses to the questionnaire seem to be in order. 
1. Contrary to the or1 gina1 hypothesis, attitudes 
toward athleti. cs tended to be more a function of 
the general roles played in the school system 
rather than a function of spe cialized social 
factors and past experience influencing each 
role. 
The athletes in the school gave the most favorable 
responses to,,,,ard athletics, \'bile the non-atllletes 
gave the lowest favorable responses toward ath le-
tics. Thus, the more directly involved in 
athletics the studp.Jlt was, the more his attitudes tend-
1 
ed to be favor able and fi t th e expe ctations for 
trle se sub-roleso 
j 
I 
! I . 
1 
1 
I 
I 
i 
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I 
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\ 
The pare~s of athletes were far more favorable 
toward athletics than the parents of non-athletes • 
... 
The fathers· of athlet.es were much less favorable 
toward athleti cs· than thei r sons Wl ile the fathers 
.--
of non-athletes were slightly more favorable than 
the non-athletes. The parents gave responses that 
were more moderate than the extreme responses of 
their offspring which could irrli cate a greater 
awareness of their responsibility in their particu-
lar roles. The teachers, as a whole, were even 
more restrained than the parents in their favorable 
responses. Of all the roles played in the school, 
104 
the teachers and the principal are the most di rectly . \ ' 
concerned and responsi ble for formal education of 
the students. This concern is expected of .them, the 
teachers, whether they are directly connected with. 
athletics or not, tend to adjust their attitudes "to 
fi t th e expe ctations tha t others have for th em and " 
ltohich many teachers eventually have for them sel ves. 
2. The teachers, accor ding to the mean scor e of th eir 
responses to the questionnaire, were the least 
favorable toward athletics of the five roles 
studied. Among the teachers, those who had C09.ch-
ing eXgerience, who had previous experience in 
organiz ed sports, and \mo were mor e intere~.~ted in 
t:I:iN t '1 btl 
1 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
• ';f. 
'f"t'1*.&".'1'1M' *ttee'?' 
athletics~ had more positive attitudes ~~ward 
athletics .than th e teachers lacking the previous 
... . 
, 
exp ~rience or interest. Although the re were 
variations in th e attitudes of the teachers to':' 
.--
ward athleti cs related to the factors of interest, 
involvement and aptitude, they nevertheless indi-
cated by their generally low favorable responses, 
hOw strong the af.fect of their role and role 
e'Pecta~ions had been on them. 
J. There were no social factors which seemed to affect 
the attitudes of parent s to" .. ard athJ.etics to any 
appreciable degree. Age, occupation, education, 
previous participation in athletiCS, income, 
. .\' ; 
nationali t~ and place of birth were the .social 
factorsconsid ered on the father's questionnaire 
an d none were cle ar ly reI. ated to at ti tu des toward 
athletics. 
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4. Of the nine social factors considered on the students" 
questionnaire, age, grades obtained, area of resid ence, 
travel time, father's income, father's nationality, 
father's birthplace, friendship pa tterns and choice 
of a best friend, none seemed to affect the attitu de 
of athletes and non-athletes to an important degree. 
The younger stud ent s seemed to be the most unfavol'-
able to\vard athletics. As they ere,,; older, espe cially 
\ 
1 
i 
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.. ) 'f • I . .' ___ , ._ 
. 
~ the non-at1';lletes, th ey tended to give mor e 
favorable responses , probably indi cating a 
, ~ 
gro:wing awareness on their part of the real 
status structure .In the school. 
5. Since there were no single social factors 
affecting ~'1e attitudes of parent s and stud ents, 
it could be generally said tha t the degree of 
favorableness toward athletics that was indica-
ted on the questionnaire, was rela ted to the 
degree'that a respondent was directly involved, 
subjectively as well as objectively, with 
athletics. The role played by the respondents 
set the pattern and the general limits af their 
attitudes, but the variations in attitudes within 
each ro 1e played, were rela ted to the extent that 
th e teachers, parent s and stui ents \\'Sre associa ted 
with the athletic program in the school. 
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6. There appeared to be a greater conflict in atti tudes" 
toward athletics, between the parent s of athletes 
and th air sons than between the parent s of non- , 
athletes and their sons. It might well be that 
the parents of athletes were more directly con-
cerned and' probably '\I\'Ondered v.hether the great 
time spent by their sons in athletics might not 
affect th eir studies adverselyo 
';.' .. . ..... --,~.' .. _·.~'I.'.·~.i". ~!i~·. ·.d · .•. ~.;.nij""'"r#~." ......... ··: ..... :~:;_4;;_~:;i;'i_'i~_;~] ~od ''#e')'lfttttsWffrt6riettesitMI!'$'''Cire'·'{ot**'t"f2t*Yib.e'd'.irij'C''.1'Jkf6:e:{,)bt\~¥t1W±f.:i'!.·"K,: - id,:*'·_!:I·I~~"J,.""'~ 'tl'5tQ __ " __ 
I 
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7. The area ~f th e que stionnaire tha t examined th e 
affect of athleti cs on the academic sudcess of 
.. 
the, athlete, was given the most unfavorable re-
sp ons es of th e wh.9..le que stionne.ire by all five 
role s. All rol es wi thin the school sy stem felt 
the increasing pressur es from the society and the 
governmen t which demand higher and high er starxi ards 
in education for a more complicated technological 
~rld. 
a. All five roles were fairly strongly conviroed that 
athletic participation had a good effect on til e 
moral life of an adolescent and that the relation-
ship between sttrl ent and teacher was improved if a 
teacher was involved in some coaching endeavor. 
'I:hese are me rely gem rally expressed attitu'des or 
opinions. Whether this is actually true in the 
behavi oral r ela tionship still renai ns to be 
investigated and proven. 
9. There was some vvidence, expecially among the 
fathe rs of athletes, tha t fathe rs who t-.rere 
Italian, Wl. 0 were in th e income group from 
$3,000 to $4,999 and who had some high Bchool 
education or who had completed hiW school, '"lere 
the fathers with the most favorable attitudes 
toward athletic5 in the school. This was not 
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true of .the fathers ot! non ... athletees \d t! the 
same social cm racteri stics, sotm t some 
.. 
factprs, oth er than these variablesm were 
probably operating to influence these atti tudes • 
..... -
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'During the research, the writer "Tas led to judge certain 
. ' 
statement s of th e questionnaire to be a little weak as far as 
validity was concerned. Statements 1, 5, 7, 11, 16 espeCially, 
sh ould be reworded or changed complet ely if tS ed agai n to get 
more cl ear- cu t resp ons es. 
A few possible fruitfUl avenues of research seem to be 
indicated as a follow-up to this study. 
1. The same study could be repeated, b.1 t using the 
int erview technique. It would be easier to pro be 
more deeply into the question, to correct on the 
spot any misunderstandings and to find out what 
factors that were omitted in the questionnaire, 
might have been important. A clearer insight 
into the rela tionships tha. t exist between the '-, 
various roles in the school sys tem mig,h t thus be 
obtai ned. 
2. This study could be repeated in a publ ic school 
fo r comparative purp os es to see 'l,lle ther the main 
concl usion, namely, the functional importance of 
th e ro Ie play ad in the s chool Sj~S tem in 
to the shaping of attitudes toward athlc:t.L\..,;, is 
.i 
I 
\ 
I ~ 
· 
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valid .in different types of schools. 
3. Other similar studies could be'pursue~'''hich w::>uld 
investigate th e functional importan co of the ro les 
played in the sch.o.ol sys tern on the attitu des of 
those playing different roles toward other important 
and controversial facets of school life. Attitudes 
of the various roles in the school sys tem tcward 
homework, discipline, promotion patterns, moral 
tre.ining, academic standa,rds are some possi bl e areas: 
tha t (l) u1d be investigated in a similar "'ray. 
Following such research a much more general conclusion might 
be indi cated. Atti1udes of the members of any school system 
tend to be a function of the gemral roles played in the school 
system, rather than a function of specialized social factors and 
past experience inf'luencing each role. If many other social 
systems such as labor unions, inch strial plants or hosp itals were 
researched in similar fashion then the generalization could 
" 
possibly incl ude all so cia! systems. 
" 
" .. ~,'~--, ... ~. H''''~ .; ... ~ .... ""."'...; - .-.. ".'''- .. >-..:-- _. . - •. ~. ,',' '. ;._, -,,_ C .-',.'4;' 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
Spec,ial Questions For Teach ers 
.. 
Because of the personal nature , .. of some of these questioqsi this 
questionnaire must be anonymous and will remain strictly confi-
dential. , 
.'-
-. 
Que sti onna ire - (Special questions for teachers) I 
,Please circle your answer. 
1. Have you ever done any coaching either here or elsewhere in 
our schools? yes no. How many years? 
2. Have you ever participated in organized team athletics? 
yes no 
3. How w::>uld you rank your interest in sports? 
a. more interested than most people 
b. just as interested as most people 
c. less interested than most people 
-----------------------------------------------------------------~~ I 
Instructions for answering questionnaire. 
1. For the purposes of this study the word athlete means one who 
has played on a senior interschool team in either football" 
hockey or basketball. 
2. Please remember that it is your own personal attitudes that 
are want ed and not those of your friends, nor of those', in 
allthority at the school. ' 
-------------------------------------------------------------------~ 
Please circle your answer, and also the proper letter in the col-
umn which re:9resents your answer, where A - strongly agree 
Example: 
B - agree 
C - undecided 
D - disagree 
E - strongly disagree 
A.B.G.D.E. Participation in athletics is the best way to be popu-
lar with the student body. (strongly ar,ree - agree -
undecided - disagree - strongly disagree). 
;In tl)e example the pe rson stron.;). y a~rees wi th tois ~ta.tp!J1ent, so 
ne CJ.. rcles stro He-lv ap-ree and H1.50 tl"fe 1 ett.er A 1.n t ~le C('l.l.umn. 
j' 
I 
I 
f ~h . 
,,' 114 " QUESTIONNAIRE " ~ 
Special Questions for Fathers 
.. 
Because of the personal nature of some of these questions, this 
questionnaire- must be anonymou~ and will remain strictly confiden-
tial. 
., 
-Questionnaire (Special questions for fathers) 
Fill in the blanks. 
1. Wha t was your age at your last birthday? 
• 
2. Wha t is your present occupation? {give the exact· job or posi-
tion title, e.g. shift1:oss - salesman - miner --------1 
3. Wha twas th e la st year of school that you co mpleted? 
4. Have you ever participated in organized athletics? Yes' No' 
(please circle answers in 4, 5, 6, and 8) -- ----
5. Have you ever pa~ticipa ted in ci ty league athletics? yes no • 
6. Check the range in mich your income falls (circle the answer) 
d> @ ~ , '" 66 ~b~el~o~w~o/3~.~0~0~O, -- p3,000 - p4,992 --~2'000 - 2 .999 
$7.000 - $9:999 -- $10,000 and_over. 
7. Wha t is your na tionali ty background? -----------------------~ 8. Were you borrt outside of Canada? Yes no. If so J' wbare? . 
------------------------------------------------------------------~ Ins tru ctions . for answering questionnai re. 
1. For the purpose of this study the \\'Ord athlete means one who 
has played on a senior interschool team in either footQall, 
hockey or bask et ball. . . 
. 
Please remember that it is your own personal attitudes that ar~ 
want ed a rrl not tho se of your fri em s, nor of th os e in au thor-
ity at the schoolo 
----------------------------------------------.------.----------------Please cir cl e your answer, am a1 so the pro per Ie tter in the 
oolumn which represents your answer, mere A - strong~y agree 
B - agree · 
Example: 
A.B.C.D.E. 
C - undecid ed 
D - di sa,,:;ree 
E - stronGly disagree 
Participation in at~~letics is the best way to be 
popular with the student body. (strongly agrae -
agree - undecided - disagree - stronr,ly disagree). 
" 
.' 
i ' , 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Speci al gQuest10ns for Fathe rs (continued) 
.. 
In the example the person strongly aBrees wi. th:tthis statex®qt, so 
he circles strongly agree and also the letter if in the coJt.unln • 
. --
, 
, 
'.' 
J' 
I 
i 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
Special Questions for Student s 
Because of the personal nature of some of these- questions, this 
questionnaire must be anonymous- and will remain strictly confi-
dential. . . . 
Questionnaire 
Fill in blanks 
(Spec1al questions for students) 
1. Hm1 old are you? years month s __ _ 
2. Wha t was the percentage of your marks on the last set of June 
exams? 
3; Doyou'live outside the city limits of Sudbury? yes no. 
If so, where 
4. How long does it normally take you to get to and from school? 
hours minutes·. • 
5. Check the rarge in "'hich your father's income falls. 
Circle answer. 
~elof !3.?00 -- §3.200 -- $4,992 -- $5.000 - $6.992 
$7.0vO:- $9,999 -- ylO,OOO and over. 
6. What is the national i ty background of your fathe r? 
7. Was your father born outside of Canada? yes no. 
, If so, where? --1'--; __ • __ -----__ _ 
\ 
8. Of your tbr ee best. frierrl s, who are athletes and .Wl 0 are non-
athletes? Circle your answer 
Best friend - athlete 
Second friend - athlete 
Third friend - athlete 
non-athlete 
non-athlete 
non-athlete 
. 
---------------------------------------------.-..-..---------------Instzu'ctions for answering questionnaire. 
1. For the purposes of this study -the "'lOrd athlete means one who 
has played on a senior interschool team in ei. th er footb~ll, 
hockey or basketball. 
2. Please remember that it is yow. own personal a ttitudes that 
are wanted and not those of your friends, nor of those in 
. , 
.. 
authori ty at school. ~ 
Please circ1eyouranswer, and also the proper letter in the colu-
mn which represent s your answer, where A - stronr;t y ~gree 
n - a~ree . i 
C - undecided 
D - disagree 
E - strongly disagree 
Example: 
A.B.e.D.E. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
Special Questions for Students (Continued) 
.. 
.. 
Parti cipation in.a,\;hletics ts the best way to be 
popular with the student body. (strongly agree -
agree - undeci ded - d1 sagree - strongly disagree). 
In the example the person strongly agrees with this statement, so 
he circles strongly agree and also the letter A in th~ column. 
.-
.' 
.' 
A.B.C.D.E. 
A.B.C.D.E. 
A.B.C.D .E. 
A.B.C.D.E. 
A.B.C.D.E. 
A.B.C.D.E. 
A.B.C.D.E. 
, 
A.B.C.D.E. 
A.B.C.D.E. 
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1. 
, f . 
Athleti,es are under-emphasized at our school. 
(st'rongly agree - agree - undecided - di~agree -
strongly disagree) . 
I" . I 
-2. A boy's school w::>rk usually improves as a result 
of playing on school teams. . 
(strongly agree - agree - tindecided - disagree -
strongly d~sagree) 
3. Teachers '\..no coach have a better understanding of 
pupil's problems than those who do not. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
4. Athletes get into trouble with the law more often 
than non-athletes. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
5. There is favoritism shown to athletes by teachers 
in the school. 
6. 
7, 
8. 
9. 
~strongly ,agree - agree - und eci ded - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
\ A boy who participates'in school sports has a 
better chance to succeed in the business 'WOrld 
than if he doe s not parti ci pate. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disaeree -
stro ngly disaeree) . . 
· , 
Inter school sports should be discontinued. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) . 
School teams are usually too time-consuming for 
athletes. "-
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagre~ -
strongly di saeree) '. 
Teachers who coach do more effective teaching in 
the class room than non-coaches. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
~ A.B.C.D.E. 10. Athletes are more obedient to parents than n.on-
athletes. 
(strongly agree - agrce l - undecided - disaE;ree -
strongly disagree) , 
~ ~ , We" •• #f ; to." ft trtt c 6tti '"eMf em, 1 ' 
I 
1 
i , . 
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I 
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A.B.C.D.E. 11. Our, school' is judged by the ci tizens of the com-
muni ty more on the basis of a thleti c success thal'1 
scholastic achievement. 
(stronGly agree - agree - undetided - disagree -
strongly di sagree) . 
A.B.e.D.E. 12. A boy who E,articipates in school sports will tend 
in later rife to read less and to be less inter-
ested in studies than ifne does not play. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) ,'.' 
A.B.C.D.E. 13. There Should be more inter-class sports within 
our school. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
A.B.C.D.E. 14. Teachers who coach are more popular wi'th stui,ents 
than non- co ach es • 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) . 
A.B.C.D.E •. 15. Non-athletes are more cooperative around the home 
than ath letes. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree J 
strongl y di sagree) 
A.B.C.D.E. 16. The school authorities give more awards, publi-
ci ty and acclaim to athletes than to non-at.h let<es 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
A.B.C.D~E. 17. A boy who participates in school athletics is a 
better pro spect for the prj.e sthood than if he 
does not lay.' 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strone1y disagree) 
A.B.C.D.E. 18. Playing on .school team distracts a boy too much 
from his studies. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
A.B.C.D.E. 19. Non-athletes usually get to confession and 
communion more often than athletes. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disa~ree -
strongly disagree) 
A.B.C.D.E. 20. Laymen should do all the coaching of inter-
1&'1 sf. 
i 
I' 
I 
! 
' . 
. , 
~ 
A.B.C.D.E. 2,1. 
1'0 
school sports. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
... 
Athletes tend to be more ill at ease socially 
than non-athletes. 
(strongly agree - agree - un<;iecided - 'di sagree -
stro ngl y df s'agree ) , 
A.B.C.D.E. 22. A boy who participates in senior school sports 
will succeed better in college than if he doe s 
not play. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
A.B.C.D.E. 23. Boys playing on school teams succeed better in 
their studies than non-athletes. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
A.B.C.D.E. 24. Athletes create more discipline problems around 
the school tha.n non-athletes., 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) . \ 
A.B.C.D.E. 25. A boy who participates in school sports will be a 
better citizen than if he does not play. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) . 
A.B.C.D.E. 26. The top athletes usually set a good example for 
the rest of the high school student s to follow. 
(strongly agree - agree - urxiecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) " . 
A.B.C.D.E. 27. Non-athletes drink more beer and liquor than 
athletes of the same age. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
A.B. c. D .E. 28. The better ath letes are the more popular boys in 
the school. 
(strongly agree -agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
A.B.C.n.E. 29. The time spent by priests coaching, should be 
more profitably us ed in pri estly and intellectual 
'WO rk. 
(strongly agree - agree - undeci?ed - disagree -
-, 
,; f f# i ,Wd. '''It,. t '.., ,- * 'fa' • \ttr'C'-
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strongly disagree) 
A.B.e.D.E. 30. Athletes are more obedient to teachers than nOTI-
athletes. 
(strongly agree - agree - undecided - disagree -
strongly disagree) 
J. 
I' ~ 
I 
l 
\. 
J 
'j 
.·hiM C"W t1 
Parti cipa-
tion In 
Organized, 
Athletics 
Yes 
No 
Total 
Participa. 
tion In 
Organized 
Ath1eti cs 
Yes 
No 
Total 
• 
. 
3-6 
1 
1 
4-
e 
2 
4 
6 
.' 
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APPENDIX II 
.r 
• 
PARTICIPATION IN ORGANIZED ATHLETICS 
,
.. 
--
.. 
TEACHERS -- Gm~ERAL ATTITUDE TOWARD ATHLETICS 
.... -
, 
NUMBER PER CENT 
7- 10- 13- 3- -7- TO- 13-
9 12 15 Total 6 9 12 15 Total 
6 6 12 50.0 50.0 100.0 
. 
2 3 6 16.7 33.3 50.0 100.0 
8 9 18 5.6 44.4 50.0 100.0 
PARTICIPATION IN ORGANIZED ATHLETICS 
--
-, 
- -
TEACHERS 
--
AFFECT ON ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT , 
NUIv!B~R PER CENT 
9- 13- 17- - 4- 9- 13- 17-
12 16 20 Total g 12 16 20 Total 
3 7 12 16.7 25.0 58.3 100.0' 
1 1 6 66.7 16.7 16.7 100.1 
4 g 18 33.4 22.~ 44.4 100.0 
, 
, 
I, 
• 
, < 
I 
• 
12' 
I 
, I 
APPENDIX II (cont1n~ed) , ! I 
PARTICIPATION IN ORGANIZED ATHLETI CS 
.. 
--
----
-. 
Participa-
tion In TEACHERS -- ...AFFECT ON SPIRITUAL LIFE 
.~ Organized 
Athletics NUMBER PER CENT 
I~- 7- 10- 13- f ~- 7- 10- 13-6 9 12 15 Total 6 9 12 15 Total 
Yes 2 8 2 12 16.6 66.7 16.7 100.0 
...... 
No 2 4 6 33.3 66.7 100.0 
Total 4 12 2 18 22.2 66.7 11.1 100.0 
- -
Participa. 
tion In TEACHERS -- AFFECT ON PERSONALITIE S 
Organized 
Athletics NUMBER PER CmT 
14.';; ~- 13- 17-· Total 4- 9- 13- 17- -$ 12 16 20 8 12 16 20 Total \ 
Yes 4 . 8 12 33.4 66.7 100.1 
No 4 2 6 66.7 33.3 100.0 
- -Total 8 10 18 44.4 55.6 100.0 
-
Participa. 
tion In TEACHERS -- AFFECT ON STATU SAND POPULARITY , 
Organized .-
Ath1eti cs NUMBER PER CENT 
, ' 
J 
16- 13- -19- 25- 6- n-:- 19- 25-
12 18 24 30 Total 12 18 24 ~ Total 
Yes 1 10 1 12 S.3 83.3 8.3 99.9 
No 1 1 4 6 16.7 16.7 66.7 100.1 
-Total 1 2 14 1 18 5.6 11.1 77.$ 5.6 100.1 
--
I 
.1' 
1· 
I 
1 
I, 
, 
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APPENDIX II (continued) 
f/ 
'PARTICIPATION IN ORGANIZED ATHLETICS 
r' 
.. 
========~~.================~--================:===~I--:====~ 
TEACHERS --_AFFECT ON TEACHER' S RE~ATION ·WI'rH 
STUDENTS 
Participa-
tion In 
Organized 
Ath1eticsl~-r.MTh~~~m~E~Rr-'~~-r _________ ~~-T~~~7~~~~ _______ ~ 
5- 11- 16-
___________ ,~1_~O~~12-,~2~0~.~4--~~~~-----~~~~~-_+~~~~--~~=-~ 
Yes 2 10 
No 1 5 
Total 1 7 10 
Participa. 
tion In TEACHERS --' AFFECT ON FUTURE SUCCESS IN THE ~'lORLD 
Organized 
lAth 1eti c S I-::--..,.::NUMB~:::;::;ER==--_,...~--r ____ ---. __ _ 
5- 11-:16- 21-
PER CENT 
.5- 11- r6:" 21- \ 
___ '_F1Q... .l5 20 22__1:2:t..;.;a1=-_~1-=~~"":'''--+-=' 10- 15 2Q.... 25 Total 
Yes 1 3 7 1 12 $.3 25.0 58.3 $.3 99.9 
No 1 5 6 16.7 $3.3 100.0 
- -
Total 2 8 7 1 1$ 11.1 44.4 38.9 5.6 ',100.0 
--~:------.~--~--~.--~------~--~,--~----~--~----.~ 
" 
~'n ;'4 t! ~kY".'f**,'f tf,t# H%;M#iw,;~~1~#i>,";!'4#;;'~~&ihf4r~~1ij~ ri~~~t'~fW~'i~*;;ij{ti:,Ffffj;a'~*itff'~4U 
I ;. 
o 
! 
\' 
I 
o· 
: 
~ ,:.: 
, 
~. 
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\ APPENDIX III i: 
; ~, 
COACH ING EXPERIENCE 
.. 
Doaching TEACHERS -- GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARD ATHLETICS 
I!;xperience NUMBER 
.-
'PER CENT 
3- 7- 10- 13- 3- 7- 10- 13-6 .~ 12 15 Total 6 9 1? 15 Total 
~one 1 1 2 4 25.0 25.0 50.0 100.0 
~ess Than 
~ Years 6 4 10 60.0 40.0 100.0 
~ Years 
~nd Over 1 3 4 25.0 75.0 100.0 
T"otal 1 8 9 18 5.6 44.4 50.0 100.0 
qoaching TEACHERS -- AFFECT ON ACADEI~C ACHIE~mNT 
~xperience NUMBER PER CE1T \ 
4- .9- 13- 17- 4- 9- 13- 17-
8 12 16 20 Total 8 12 16 20 Total 
~one 2 1 1 4- 50.0 24.0 25.0 100.0 
",ess Than 
~ Years 4 1 5 10 40.0 10.0 50.0 100.0 
. , 
~ Yeaz:s . , 
Find Over 2 2 4- 50.0 50.0 100.0 
~ota1 6 4 8 18 33.3 22.2 44.4 99.9 
• 
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, 
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APPENDIX III (continue~) -
, 
I ( 
~oaching TEACHERS -- AFFECT ON SPIRITUAL LIFE 
• 
I . 
~xperience NUMBER PER- CENT ~ 
-3- 7- 10- 13~-- 3- 7- 10- 13-
6 9 12 15 Total 6 _9 12 15 Total 
-.rone 2 2 4 50.0 50 .0 100.0 
""ess Than 
~, Years 1 ,$ 1 10 10.0 $0.0 '10.0 100.0 
" 
P Years 
fmd Over 1 2 1 4 25.0 50.0 25.0 100.0 
"otal 4 12 12 1$ 22.2 66.7 11.1 100.0 
poaching TEACHERS -- AFFECT ON PERSONALITIES 
~xperience NIDlJ3ER PER CENT 
4- 9- 13- 17- 4- 9- 13- 17-$ 12 16 20 Total 8 12 16 20 Total -
~one 1 3 4 25.0 75.0 \ 100.0 
1 ; 
j 
i 
uess Than 
6 60.0 > Years 4 10 40.0. 100.0 
, 
5 Years and )ver 1 3 4 25.0 75.0 100.0 
- -
"'otal $ 10 18 44.4 55.6 100.0 
, 
- , 
joaching , TEACHERS -- AFFECT ON ST ATtT S .1'u"JD POPULARITY 
~:xp erience 11JMJ3ER PERCENT 
16- '13- 1°_ 125- 6- 13- 19- 25-.-
12 18 24 30 Total 12 1~ 24 10 Tct3.1 
Tone 1 1 2 4 25.0 25.0 50 .0 100.0 
LJess Than 
p Years 1 e 1 10 10.0 80.0 10.0 100 0 0 
5 Years 
:lnd Over 4 4 100.0 lOCoO 
--Irotal 1 2 Il!:---L1 I 1$ 5.6 111.1 770$ 5.6 100.1 
---"--
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APPENDIX III (conti nued) 
; 
, 
. TEACHERS -- AFFECT ON TEACHER'S RELATION WITH 
poaching STUDENTS 
~~erience Nill>1BER PER CENT 
5- 11- 16-'2I- 5- II=- 16':'-21-=-
10 15 20 25 Total 10 15 20 25 Total 
--
N'one 1 2 1 4 25.0 50.0 25.0 100.0 " 
lJess Than ; 
5 Years . 5 5 10 50 .0 50.0 100.0 
5 Years 
ind Over 4 4 lOO.C 100.0 
-
T"ota1 1 7. 10 18 5.6 38.9 55.6 100.1 
-
TEACHERS 
--' AFFECT ON FUTU RE SUCCESS. IN THE \1ORLD ~oaching 
NUMBER ~xperience PER CENT \ 
" 5- 11- U6- ;21- 5-=- 11- .16- 21-"'""1 . 10 15 20 '25 Total 10 15 ?O 25 ,Tota1._ 
N'one 1 3 4 25.0 75.0 100.0 
Less Than 
1100 .0 5 Years 1 5 4 10 10.0 50.0 40 .0 
. 
5 Years 
rmd Over 3 1 4 75.0 25.0 100.0 
- --
I----
---
rrotal 2 8 7 1 18 11.1 44.4 38.9 I 5.6j1oo.0 
-
----
~, 
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~ APPENDIX'IV ~ , j , ; 
r 
INTEREST IN ATHLETICS . 
I" 
--. 
TEACHERS -- GENERAL ATTITUDE TO\,>lARD ATHLETICS 
1"nt erest 
.--
- l 
n Ath1eti cs 
~- 7- m- 13- 3- 7- 10- ;13-6 9 12 15 Total 6 9 12 1L 
"fore 
~nterested ' '2 5 7 2$.6 71.4 
~s " 
~nterested 4 3 7 57 .1 42.9 
~ess ... 
~nterested l' Z 1 4 25.0 50.0 25.0 
- --
I--' 
~otal 1 $ 9 1$ 5.6 44.4 50.0 
. I 
~nterest in 
TEACHERS -- AFFECTLON:ACADEMIC" ACHIEYEMENT 
Athleti cs 
4- i2 13> 17- 4-· 9- 1~- 17-8 16 20 T~a1 a 12 16 20 
More 
Interested 1 1 5 7 14.3 14.3 71.4 
As 
Interested 2 3 2 7 2$.6 42.9 2$,,6 
Less 
Inter~sted 3 1 4 75.0 25.0 
-~otal 6 4 8 18 33.3 22.2 44.4-
- -
Interest iJ TEACHERS' - .. AFFECT ON SPIRITUAL LIFE 
Ath1eti cs 
-
3- 7- 10- 13- ---=-' 3- 7- 10- 13-
6 19 12 15 Total 6 9 12 15 
r~OJ"e Int erestec 1 4 2 7 14.3 '57.1 28.6 
" 
IA~ Int erestGd 1 6 7 14.3 85.7 
?Less Int erestec 2 2 l!o 50.0 50.0 
frota1 
-
-- --
4 12 2 1$ 22.2 66.7 11.1 
, 
--
-~ 
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Tot·a1 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
\ 
Total, 
100.0 
100.1 
100.0 
--
99.9 
-
Total 
-
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
--
{> 
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APPENDIX·IV (Continued) 
Interest Ir: . TEACHERS-- AFFECT ON PERSONALITIES 
Athletics 
4- 9- 13- 17-- 4- 9- 13- 17-
8 12 16 20 Total e 12 16 20 Total 
h",1ore 
Int erested 2 5 7 28.6 71.4 100.0 
As 
p:nt erested 3 4 7 42.9 57.1 100 0 0 
Less 
~nterested 3 1 4 75.0 25.0 100.0 
-
trotal 8 10 18 44.4 55.6 100.0 
- -
Interest In TEACHERS -- AFFECT ON STATUS AND POPULARITY 
Athleti cs 
Ib- 13- 19- 25- 6- 13- 19- !~5-12 18_ 24 30 Total 12 18 24 130 Total 
.. -
. -lore 
Interested 7 7 100.0 100.0 
As 
t Interested 1 5 1 ·7 14.3 71.4 14.3 100.0 
Less 
Interested 1 1 2 4 25.0 25.0 50 .0 100.0 
1----
Total 1 2 14 1 18 5.6 11.1 77.8 5.6 100.1 
- -
,. 
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APPENDIX IV (conti nued) 
I 
--.-
- .. 
TEACHERS - AFFECT ON TEACHER'S RELATIONS WITH 
Interest In . STUDENTS 
Ath leti cs 
5- 11- 16- 21- 5- 11- 16- 21 
" 10 15 20 25_ Total 10 1~ ?O 2t; Totcl 
More 
Int erested 1 6 7 14.3 85.7 100.0 
As 
Int erested' 3 4 7 42.9 57.1 100 0 0 
Less 
Interested 1 3 4 25.0 75.0 10000 
Total 1 7 10 18 5.6 38.9 55.6 1100.~ 
TEACHERS 
--
AFFECT ON FUTURE SUCCESS IN THE VIORV) 
Interest II'l \ Athletics 
ll':-'!b-"21- --r---5- £0_ 11- 16- 21-10 15 20 25 Tot~_ It) 20 2L r12tal 
r·1or e 
Int erested 2 1+ 1 7 28.6 57.1 14.3 100.0 
f As 
Interested 1 4 2 7 14.3 57.1 28.6 '100.0 
Less 
rnt erested 1 2 1 4 25.0 50.0 25.0 100.0 
- - -
Total 2 $ 7 1 18 11.1 44.4 38.9 5.6 100.0 
--I-, 
- - -
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